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Up by $750 a semester

Trustees announce tuition increase
By Melissa Campanelli
Editor-in-Chief
At the March meeting of the Board
of Trustees, a proposed budget was
approved which will raise full-time
undergraduate tuituion.
For the Class of 1988, tuition will
be raised from $7,350 to $8,100 and
tuition for the Classes of 1989, 1990,
and 1991 from $7,500 to $8,300. In
addition, room and board will increase
from $4,050 to $4,250 ; the townhouse
rental fee from $3,150 to $3,350 and the
general University fee from $170 to
$200.
Factors include: faculty and staff
salaries, financial aid, library acquistions,
scientific equipment, and deferred
maintenence. In order for these factors to
be fully supported and funded for the
enrichment of the students and faculty
alike, the tuition increase is vital.
The increases reflect a decision made
by the Board three years ago which stated
that a modest adjustment will be made
on each students tuition, beginning with
the Class of 1989, and ending with the
class of 1992.
According to Mr. William Lucas,
Vice President for Fianacing at the
University, each department head
chairperson fills out a budget request
form, and these requests, along with the
combined University budget, are reviewed
by the Finance division. A fter some
cutting, the results are reviwewed by the
Board of Trustees, and when they come
to a decision on how much money will
be necessary in regards to the level of
quality and progromatic structure the
University will need, the Board makes a
decision.
In a letter received by students
yeasterday, Father Kelley expressed his
regret about these increases, but, stated
that Fairfield, being an independent
University, does not receive the
substantial state subsidies which public
institutions have. Therefore, he must
rely heavily on tuition revenues.

Mr. Lucas also added that the reason
these increases are not in sync with the
current inflation rate is because, "not one
of the items we are dealing with are in
included in the calculation of the CPI
(Consumer Price Index). " The average
market basket of goods and services do
not include library books and scientific
computer equipment, both of which are
very expensive and need constant
updating. These factors, along with a
combination of program growth, the
increasing price of liability insurance,
and an attempt to avoid deferred
maintenence, (which means putting off

all the maintenence which must be done
on the campus grounds until a later date),
all add to the changes in tuition.
Also, due to the shortage of funds,
financial aid has become a growing
problem. The University continues to
solicit support from
foundations,
corporations, and individuals, but, despite
considerable success , Fairfield is not
able to meet all of its students needs. In
his letter, Father Kelley urged the
students to ask their elected officials to
place assitance to higher education high
on their list of priorities.

Chris Ritchie takes his oath of office, (photo by A. Whitehouse)

O'Connell swears in Ritchie
By Ralph Anado
Staff Writer
On Monday Christopher Ritchie
was sworn as the 1987-'88 FUSA
President. At the inauguration Ritchie
was sworn in by Student Court Chief
Justice Christoher O'Connell. In his
oath he swore to uphold the constitution
of the students and to carry through on
all the responsibilities that go along with
being the new President.
Outgoing President Michael Miller
thanked his own cabinet for • their
dedication and hard work this year. In a
light moment Miller spoke of own
moment he had been waiting for in
particular. "You're all fired." said a
smiling Miller to his cabinet.
Miller presented Ritchie with a
gavel, a symbolic passing of the guard
and gave a champagne toast.

Father Aloyious Kelley, University
President said that it is easier to become
University
President
than
FUSA
President.
"I did not make any promises." said
Kelley, "and I did not have to launch a
campaign."
Ritchie was excited about next year
and spoke optimistically about next
year's cabinet.
"I think we have a great bunch of
people and we should be able to
accomplish alot." said Ritchie
A few special surprises made than
night more memorable as Fran Kenneally
'85 and Jim English '86, both former
FUSA Presidents were able to attend the
event.
Aside from the current and future
cabinet members the gathering included
Mirror Editors, administrators and Joe
Draper.

The Image of Fairfield

Leadership Weekend
success for FUSA
By Connie McKenna
Managing Editor
FUSA's Leadership Weekend '87
took place last week, beginning April
3rd. The three-day event was attended by
more than 40 members of FUSA's new
executive branch, the cabinet and subcabinet, and was run by the Campus
center office, weekend - long activities
included sessions in "Creating An Image"
and "Leadership Styles" as well as the
formulation of next year's FUSAsponsered events master calendar.
Staff leaders Fran Gencarelli,
assistant
Director
of
University
Activities, and Grad Assistants Randy
Howell, Lee McElroy and Greg Morrison
helped organize the weekend as well as
run some of the sessions.
Student
leaders included Jeannine Carolan, Tim
Martin, Michael Miller and FUSA
President Chris Ritchie, who described
the weekend as "the best I've ever
attended." Dr. Joe Cahalan and Fr. John
Schmotzer, S.J. also participated, leading
sessions on "Creating an Image" and
"Problem Solving", respectively. Both
professors taech in the Graduate School.
Throughout the weekend, many
issue were discussed and many goals were
decided. First of all, due to the lack of
attendance, Oak Rooms will be limited
to theme events such as Harvest,
Dogwoods, and the Beach Party. Other
ideas that have been added to the itinerary
next year are Brunch Cartoons on weekends in the cafeteria, and Dinner Theaters.
A comedian and hypnotist will also be
scheduled to perform in the Oak Room.
Next year's top priority, however, will be
the Fall concert. While a group has not
been decide on as of yet, $40,000 to
$45,000 of FUSA's budget will go
toward this event.
All in all, Chris Ritchie is very
excited about the way the weekend went."
Everyone was entusiastic and had some
great ideas. I'm sure everyone will reap
the rewards of the weekend."
In addition to the workshop, a
FUSA General Meeting has been planned
for Wednesday, April 15th.
30
Committees have been formed, all
comprised of FUSA members, and each
will discuss some of the goals FUSA has
planned for next semester more
thoroughly.

Wolfe speaks about modern art in a modern world
By Melissa
Campanelli
Editor - In - Chief
On Thursday, April 2nd, in
the Oak Room, Tom Wolfe,
noted
author
and
social
commentator, adressed a full
audience on the topic of
"Patronage, Creativity, and
American Culture."
His
appearence was the first of a
four part lecture series presented
by the Humanities Institute of
the College of arts and sciences.
Mr.
Wolfe,
worldrenonwed for his novel The
Right Stuff, addressed one of
Social Commentator Tom Wolfe. his earlier non-fiction books
(Photo by Dominic Albo)

entitled The Painted Word,
throughout the evening. This
informative work was Mr.
Wolfe's
philosophical
commentary about the changing
world of Modern Art in the
twenieth century. The book
traces the different phases
Modern Art has gone through
since its existence; from Early
Modernism
to
Abstract
Expressionism to Pop Art, and,
finally, to the Minimalist
Schools, including Op Art and
Conceptual Art.
Since the recently deceased
Andy Warhol was the definitive
master of the Pop Art
Movement, Wolfe opened the
show noting his authentic style

and approach to art.
He
explained that Warhol sold more
works of art than any other
artist while alive. This is very
ironic since Warhol's works,
which consisted basically of a
photograph taken in a video
game arcade, blown up to
maximunm size, silk-creened
and painted with primary colors,
were very simply executed.
These "masterpieces" cost about
$50,000 each, and Wolfe feels
they were " an international
mockery on
the art world.
Warhol was a genius who forced
us to confront the reality of a
machine made society."
Herein lies the theme of
Wolfe's speech. In some

instances, the Modern Art
World, in all its glamour, has
become a religious sect. The
artist decides how he feels about
an idea or theory, and he
becomes a demi-god. This idea
came about in Vienna in 1888.
Here, artists got together and
decided they wouldn't let
anyone, including the nobility ,
determine what type of art is
sacred for the day. The revolt
became known as the Vienna
Succession, and ever since, we
have been in similar, yet subtler
revolutions.
However, Wolfe continued
by stating that form and content
To Wolfe, p. 10
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Students attend OAS
By Chris MichailofT
Assistant News Editor

Fairfield University was invited to
the Model OAS (Organization of
American States) this year , which was
held in Washington D.C. from March
30 to April 3. Mr. Walter J. Petry,
Professor of History, coached a
delegation of ten students representing
the country of Nicaragua.
The Organization of American
States was founded in 1948, and includes
in its membership all nations of the
Western Hemisphere. The charter of the
OAS proclaims, "equality of its members
and
laid
down
principles
of
nonintervention in external and internal
affairs. " The OAS sponsors a model
OAS assembly in which they invite 32
colleges to represent different American
countries in the hope of promoting, "a
better understanding of the political,
economic,
social,
and
cultural
developements."
Mr. Petry stated," Fairfield students
have participated with great distinction
for the past years in the annual OAS
assembly, and this was a primary reason
we were assigned Nicaragua." The panel
of students researched the country they

were assigned, with each student
specializing in a specific area. "We had
to assume the role of Nicaragua," Petry
admits, "responding to resolutions in the
world."
Students who are in the Latin
American Seminar were invited to
participate , as well as members of
classes on Central America. This year's
Latin America Seminar is taught by
Mr.Petry, therefore he coached the team,
providing members with pertinent
information as well as improving their
speaking technique. "We had a series of
meetings in which the students formed
their views and wrote resolutions." Petry
credits the team for "hard work before and
during the assembly." Though Fairfield
put in a strong performance, American
University won for best delegation.
Petry said, "I expected to have a lot
of difficulty from the United States
delegation, but I was disappointed by
their poor performance; Fairfield was far
superior." Alex Diaz 1988, chairman of.
Fairfield's delegation said, "I think we
put in a superior performance."
Participants included Georgetown and
Notre Dame; among other schools. The
assembly closed on April 3rd, with a
speech from the OAS General Secretariat.

Schmertz next lecture
(PR) ~ Herbert Scmertz, vice
president for public affairs at Mobil oil
and corporate advocate for arts programs,
including PBS broadcasting specials, will
speak on "Patronage, Creativity and
American Culture" at Fairfield University
on April 15, at 8 pm, in the Campus
Center Oak Room.
Schmertz brought the Mobil-funded
"Masterpiece Theater" programs to public
television and continue s to take an
active role in the developing Mobil's
corporate relations with its investors,
domestic and international governments
and the public.
His advocacy
advertisements have appeared on the
editorial page of the New York Times

every Thursday for the past 15 years and
he published his first book last year,
Good-Bye to the Low Profile: The Art
of Creative Confrontation.
The talk by Schmertz is part of a
lecture series presented by the
Humanities Institute of the College of
Arts and Sciences through a challenge
grant from the National Endowment for
the Humanities. Although the lecture is
part of an academic program, a limited
number of tickets will be available free
to the public by contacting the Office of
Special Events at 254-4000, ext. 2646,
or at the information booth in the
Campus Center.

On Monday night, April 13th, Alpha Epsilon Delta, the Premedical Honor
Society, will present Health Career Spectrum '87" from 7 to 9 pm on the second floor
of the Bannow Science Center. The evening will feature short, informal presentations
by various physicians as well as persons in other health-related fields. The professional
areas represented will be broad, promising to be both informative and interesting to all.
Among the fields represented will be: Dentistry, Dermatology, Chiropractic,
Radiology, Pediatrics, Optometry, Respiratory Therapy, and Gastro-Internal Medicine.
All students and facutly are welcome to attend.
A health fair will be held on Friday, April 10, 1987 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
at Fairfield University in the Campus Center Oak Room. The fair will be open to the
public and admission is free. There will be blood pressure screening, diabetes screening,
vision screening, glaucoma screening, plus health information on safety, cancer
prevention, foot care, back care, and much, much more! Ther fair is sponsored by the
Student Nurses' Association (Lisa Evans, Chairperson) and the Alpha Epsilon Delta
Society (David Breiner, Chairperson).

Campus
Calendar

v

By Christine Rahilly

9 Thurs
Playhouse Presents: "Charley's Aunt"
Curtain @8pm
Non-alcohol Program Stag-Her 9pm
Nurses' Luncheon McEleney 12N
Siblings Sign-ups Lobby Lunch/Dinner
Special Dinner: Regis 4 FDR 5:30pm
Men's Tennis vs. UConn
Outdoor
RecPlex Courts 3 pm

BOOS

CHEERS

Boos...the BOO of the week goes to the
person who STOLE the Shuttle Bus this
past weekend, rolled it down a hill, and
crashed it... anyone who would even
conceive of such a feat should have their
head
examined...to vulgarity on
campus...including
Campion
1
bathrooms and Gonzaga 3's recent food
fight...come on now boys, do you need
to
be
tamed?....tp
the
tuition
increase...not exactly something to write
home about...

Cheers....to
the
Man-Boy
Love
House the only way to party is the
Kentucky-fried way to the Senior
Week kick-off....It's gonna be an
"Outrageousness" week for all....to the
Tower...another great way to cause
commotion in an otherwise quiet
town....to the Playhouse, the Women's
Chorale,
and
the
Chamber
Singers...you've all done a great job this
past week and proved to be a true asset to
our university...keep it up!...

Media Center videotapes
graduation for Seniors

OPEN
HOUSE
'87:
Gonzaga
AudyOakroom l:30-4pm
Peer Counselors BNW Fac. Lg. 8am5pm

13 Mon
Orientation Oakroom 5pm
FUSA General mtg. Oakroom 7:30pm
Relationships Seminar J2*5 7:30pm

Copies of the videotape may be
ordered by contacting the Alumni
Relations Office at Southwell Hall until
May 11. The charge of $50 per tape will
include all shipping and handling fees.
Master Card and Visa are also accepted.
The tapes are expected to be edited,
reproduced and mailed three weeks after
commencement.
According to the producers, the tape
is being prepared in response to many
inquiries in recent years from parents
who have contacted various University
offices seeking to purchase a videotape as
an added momento of the University
years or as a gift for relatives unable to
attend commencement. In the past, the
ceremonies were videotaped primarily for
use by local television news programs
and for University archives.

Lecture Poll

By Rosemarie McLaughlin

The FUSA Polling Commission recently polled 50 randomly chosen students on
the subject of Arts and Lectures. When asked to pick the top five subjects of interest:
72%
60%
50%
44%
42%

chose
chose
chose
chose
chose

Missing Children
AIDS
Drugs and Sports
the '88 Presidential election
US-Soviet Relations

10 Fri
Playhouse Presents: "Charley's Aunt"
Curtain @8pm
Circle K Induction Dinner FDR 6 pm
Christian Fellows mtg. BNW Fac. Lg.
3:30pm
Siblings Sign-ups Lobby Lunch/Dinner

Submit information c/o Box P.

12 Sun

tape.

(PR)-To provide a lasting memory
of commencement, the Alumni Relations
Office in cooperation with the University
Media Center and the Public Relations
Office will offer students and their
families the opportunity to buy VHS
videotapes of the graduation ceremonies
which will be held on Sunday, May 17.
A Media Center team will videotape
the program from several angles starting
with the procession and continuing
through the presentation of degrees and
the speakers. The material from all of the
cameras will be edited into a single tape
that will run from one and a half to two
hours.
The producers expect to show all
students as they descend the Bellarmine
Terrace steps after receiving their
diplomas, although guarantees cannot be
offered. The producers added that any
student antics will be edited out of the

4 Tues
Writing Workshop FOB347 3:30pm
Mirror mtg. BNW Fac. Lg. 7pm
WVOFmtg. B318 7pm

OPEN
HOUSE
'87:
Gonzaga
Aud./Oakroom 10am-12:30pm/10:30am4pm
Airbands Oakroom 4pm-12Mid
Playhouse Presents: "Charley's Aunt"
Curtain @8pm
Young Scholars B131 9:30am-2:30pm
Men's Tennis vs. Villanova Outdoor
RecPlex Courts 1pm
Women's Softball vs. Holy Cross (2)
Barlow Field 12N

15 Wed
Humanities Institute: Herbert Schmertz
Oakroom 8pm
Orientation mtg. N. Aud. 6:30pm
Amnesty Intl. Lobby Lunch
Hole-In-One Golf
Campion Field
ll:30am-2:30pm
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Prof, utilizes experience
Faces of Fairfield
By Jim Cahaley
Staff Writer
Faces of Fairfield takes a close-up
look at a very distinguished and respected
individual in the field of academics,
especially his contributions to the
International Business community. Dr.
Krishna Mohan came to Fairfield
University in 1983. Since 1983, the
International Business Minor has received
more emphasis and plans are considered
to expand this course of study into an
accepted major course of study for
students at Fairfield.
Dr. Mohan is a native of India. He
attended the University of New Delhi and
then decided to travel abroad and to the
United States to continue his education at
the University of Wisconsin in Madison
where he reeceived his Doctorate degree
in Economics. While attending the
University of Wisconsin, Dr. Mohan was
very active in extra-curricular activities.
His most proud activity was his position
on the school newspaper as a reporter.
Dr. Mohan interviewed foreign students
concerning issues important to them. In
order to earn extra money, he worked as a
packer in an Oscar Mayer Sausage Plant.
After graduating, Dr. Mohan
returned to India. He was employed with
the
Unilever Company in the
international operations department for

fourteen years.
Receiving incredible
international exposure, Dr. Mohan
decided to use his talents in the area of
business consulting until he came to the
Fairfield Community.
Dr. Mohan gives an enormous
amount of recognition to Fairfield
University. Last summer, he was a
personal
guest
of the
Chinese
government where he was asked to
examine joint ventures. Furthermore,
very recently, Dr. Mohan will address an
international conference in Taiwain
concerning cultural differences in
international business.
Dr. Mohan's parents were very
professional people which indicates his
motivation and interest in higher
education. His father was a successful
journalist and his mother was a teacher.
Additionally, Dr. Mohan loves to dine
out. He enjoys Chinese and Indian
restaurants enormously.
Dr. Mohan
loves to travel wherever the sun can be
found. Last Christmas, he travelled to
Puerto Rico for a vacation. Some of his
pastimes include reading and walking on
beaches. Dr. Mohan has two children.
His son has an MBA from Harvard
Graduate School and works as an
investment banker in New York City.
His daughter, who graduated from
Fairfield University, works for a
publisher.
Dr. Mohan loves the students. To
use his own words, "I am quite amused

SUMMER at MATTATUCK!
QUALITY COURSES-REASONABLE COST

8-Week Session—2 Days per Week
June 8-July 30, 1987
2-Week Session—5 Days per Week
June 8-July 2, 1987
July 6-July 31, 1987

Adopt-a-frosh
By Beth Gillin
Staff Writer

"I Love to dance."
(photo by A. Whitehouse)
by the students. How they dress and talk
is quite interesting."
Dr. Mohan's words of wisdom to
the class of 1987 - "Restore American
competiveness. It can be done easily."

Typesetters needed.
Please contact Box AA
The Mirror

$4/hr

Fortune 100 Company
Interviewing Sophs., Jrs., Srs.
For Sales Internship. Possible
Full'time Positions Upon
Graduation.
Contact Gordon Sadler
at 358*0414

Co'Op Courses Available
Call 575-8011/8040 for Brochure
Mattatuck Community College
C.N.V.R. Higher Education Center
750 Chase Parkway
Waterbury, CT 06708

First semester freshman year. How
much better would it have been if
someone had taken us by the hand and
helped us through those first few months
of uncertainty. Adopt- A-Frosh, a new
FUSA program for the 1987-88 school
yar was created to help ease this
transition, and applications will soon be
available.
Director Beth Gillin '89 and
Assistant Directors Susan Brown '90 and
Kara Mead '89 encourage members to
check their mailboxes for applications
Monday, April 13. Those interested in
applying will be responsible for
contacting the freshmen during the
summer and more importantly to
maintain this tie throughout the year. A
September Ice Cream Social, Movie
Night, and Day at the Rec Plex are some
of the planned events which the
upperclassmen would be required to
attend.
If you have any questions, ideas,
comments, or suggestions concerning the
Adopt-A- Frosh program, please contact
Box P c/o FUSA.

Begin Your Career With

(Exit 17 or 18 off 1-84)

TIONA

The nation's Leading
Electronic Shopping Service!

Immediate Retail
Job Opportunities
We'll Pay You While We Train You
Sears has exciting job openings for ambitious and conscientious students and faculty willing to accept the challenge of
the world's leader in Merchandising and Retail Sales. If you
think you can contribute to our Second Century of Progress,
we'll provide a comprehensive Training Program that allows
you to earn while you learn.
• Accounting
• Maintenance
• Clerical
• Sales
• Automotive
• Merchandise Handlers
Our flexible morning, afternoon and evening schedules provide permanent part-time employees the ability to easily
manage studies and a career. For your talent, Sears will provide a friendly and pleasant atmosphere, a promotion from
within policy and the opportunity to accrue benefits for
working at more than one Sears' location within any
12-month period.
• Paid Holiday/Vacations • Profit Sharing/Pension
• Employee Discounts
• Disability and Life Insurance
For more information about job openings in the store
nearest you, call Sears' Employment Counselling Office
Mon-Fri 8:30-4:00
1-800-533-3456 and in New York 1-800-533-3344.
We are an equal opportunity employer, M/F/H/V

•
•
•
•
•

Opportunities Are Immediately
Available In Our:
Data Processing Department
Membership Department
Customer Service Department
Merchandising Department
Computer Operations Department

Excellent communication and organizational
skills are required.
If you have the desire to
grow as we grow...
Please contact Claudia Aiello at:
(203) 365-2093
or send resume to:

%+

comp u card
WIIIIIIATKMM l*»C

SEAIRS

m&

40 Oakview Drive
Trumbull, CT 06611
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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$

8.00/HK

PLUS
PAID BENEFITS
Permanent
Part-time Work
Loading-Unloading
Packages Up To 70 lbs,
Excellent Opportunity For Students
Work hours available: Mon. thru Fri.
4:00
12:00
5:00
11:00

a.m. to 8:30 a.m.*
p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
p.m. to 9:00 p.m*
p.m. to 3:00 a.m.

All shifts available in Stratford UPS Facility
*Shifts available in the Norwalk UPS Facility
Interviewing for Stratford Facility at the Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
\
Honeyspot Road, Stratford. Exit 31 1-95.
Mondays 9:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m., 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
. Interviewing for Norwalk Facility at the Norwalk UPS Facility
190 Martin Luther King Drive, South Norwalk
Mondays 10 a.m. to 2 p.m., Wednesday 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
EOE • M/F

No phone calls, please
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Features
Producer's apprentice
works on Whitney's album
By T. Michael McClain
Staff Writer
He is only 23 years old, a Fairfield
student who majors in economics and
minors in computer science. He spends
his afternoons with R&B record producer
Kashif and Kashif s business associates,
celebrities like George Benson and
Whitney Houston.
"My dream is to be a record
producer," says John Dranchak.
Dranchak has been working for
Kashif for 18 months at 20 hours a
week, operating a synclavier in the
recording studio of Kashifs Stamford
mansion. The synclavier is a production
tool, a hard disc drive that can record
sound waves at 48,000 times a second.
The synclavier takes a snap shot of the
amplitude and stores it on a disc. "It
enables us to get the sound we want by
changing the octaves and manipulating
the data," Dranchak says.
Dranchak learned of Kashif through
a friend. "I called Kashif up on the
phone, it wasn't that hard to get through
to him. He picked up the telephone on
that particular day. It was probably luck,
most people get put on hold. Kashif gave
me a break and I got to be an intern,"
Dranchak says.
Dranchaklearneddifferentprocedures
on the synclavier: mixing, manipulating
bass and treble, engineering, and
arranging.
"These procedures are
important because the studio isn't a real
place. We have to microphone and record
everything and reproduce it the way they
want."
He adds, "I'm like Kashif s interface.
I connect him to the synclavier." A
recording will usually start with Kashif
in a room by himself playing a beat on a
certain instrument while everything is
being recorded on a multi-track system.
Dranchak will grab Kashif s ideas as they
come and record them on the synclavier.
Dranchak says when Kashif was
recording Whitney Houston's last album,
a lot of her counseling had to do with
getting the oohs and the aahs in the right
place. "There is a lot of psychology a
producer uses. He has to get the best
performance out of a performer." A

producer must make the atmosphere
positive, make the artists feel awake
when they are tired and happy when they
are frustrated.
Sometimes a song can be completed
in a week or two working almost every
hour of the day, but sometimes it takes a
couple of months. Dranchak notes,
"Whitney Houston's album took a long
time to put together because she was on
tour. All the work with Whitney is
thought out twice because she is
Whitney Houston." Most of Whitney's
vocals were done in New York, along
with the drums. The keyboards and guitar
were done at Kashif s house.
Dranchak recalls his first meeting
with Whitney Houston. "While the
studio in New York was very busy I got
up from the synclavier to go and do
something, and while I was walking
down a flight of steps to where Whitney
was standing I didn't see the top of a
glass wall which I walked into and
banged my head. The whole place went
silent. After that, she used to tease me
and ask me if I've walked into any walls
recently."
Dranchak may not get any credit for
his work. "It is all managing politics. I
have a credit on the inside cover of
George Benson's album, but I don't know
if I will get one for Whitney's album."
In October, Kashif offered Dranchak
a full-time job. Dranchak recalls, "It was
warm that day, all my friends had major
job interviews and were dressed in suits
and here I was, dressed in sweats for a
heavy-duty job interview with an
important record producer." Everything is
really laid back at Kashif s production
company, "New."
When Dranchak
arrived for his interview, Kashif greeted
him in sweats.
Kashif is a self-made man, an
orphan who grew up in Brooklyn. He had
his own music group and gradually
wandered into the world of record
producing.
Kashif now lives in North
Stamford, on the former estate of Jackie
Robinson. "Sometimes Kashif and I will
just float around on a little rowboat on
Kashifs lake, writing and arranging
songs," Dranchak says. Dranchak's job is
supposed to lead him to producing a

'Battle of
Algiers' shown

John Dranchak. Photo by A. Whitehouse
record in a year or two.
"The music hill is a perpetual uphill
battle. I'm doing so much, but I want to
do more. There is a lot of networking
that goes on and doors can open like
1,2,3- People get jobs based on
experience and the people they know."
Dranchak is proficient at the drums,
keyboards and guitar. He has played some
instruments for Kashif, but his main job
is controlling the synclavier. He
comments, "Kashif thinks I'm too rock n
roll. It's funny, I'm the only white
person there and everybody calls me the
white rock n roller."
In his spare time, Dranchak writes,
produces, and manages songs for his
friends and his band Eschaton. He derived
To Producer, p. 10

HERACLITUS

(PR) - "The Battle of Algiers", a
film on the Algerian-French conflict of
the 1950's, will be shown on Monday at
7:00 pm in the Nursing Auditorium.
This film is the third in the Imperialism
series that is being sponsored by the
History and Politics Departments.
Released in 1966, "The Battle of
Algiers" documents the uprising of the
Arabs of Algiers against the the French
in the 1950's. The film was instantly
acclaimed as a masterpiece, and received
the Golden Lion award at the Venice
Film Festival. A reviewer of that time
commented: "With 'The Battle of
Algiers,' Director Gillo Pontecorvo has
created a new cinematic language.
Perhaps for the first time in the history
of filmmaking, the familiar individual
protagonist has been abandoned, and the
audience has been made to identify with
an entire people - with their hope and
pain and collective struggle. To make
this identification, Pontecorvo has
developed a startlingly authentic newsreel
style that is a vital new film technique."
Professor Ralph Coury of the
History Department will introduce this
film on Monday night, and will field
questions afterwards.

* tett* sullivan
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Features
Tour of Ireland offered
(PR) - 'Last fall I was invited to
tour some of Ireland's great country
homes and castles with a small group of
museum professionals. As I explored
these ancient castles, great Georgian
mansions, splendid gardens, and private
collections, I was determined to arrange a
small similar tour for Fairfield
University. I was dazzled by the richness
of this hidden Ireland, unpublicized, little
known, " explained Gertrude Grace Sill,
Professor of Art History here at the
University.
The exclusive tour has become a
reality, and it will proceed at a leisurely
pace, allowing a small congenial group
to savor the beauty and grace of this
charming country and its gentle, friendly
people. The specially arranged itinerary
includes two nights on the beautiful
West Coast, and four nights in Georgian

Dublin.
Along the way, Mrs. Sill has
arranged private visits to historic
properties, many of which have been
restored with American support. For
example, The Knight of Glin, Desmond
Fitzgerald, will host a luncheon at his
ancestral property, Glin Castle, near
Limerick. The Knight, a former keeper
of the furniture at London's Victoria and
Albert Museum, is an authority on Irish
art and furniture.
The trip, which costs $1,999, offers
you
the
opportunity
to
make
arrangements to extend your stay in
Ireland, England or the Continent. Credit
may also be available. For more
information, please contact Mrs. Sill at
her office, located in Canisius 19, or
through Extension 2418.

Russborough House, Blessington, Ireland.

Bord Failte photo

We're satisfied.
xoxoxoThe Deckhouse

To the readers.
By Joe DeVito
Features Editor
I must admit that I was surprised by
the reaction that some people had to my
article of last week , "Stupidity on
Campus". If I had known that a few
sentences from a full page feature would
become notorious, I most certainly
would not have included them. It was
not my intention to write a "Fat Girls"
article, and I don't think that I have, but
somehow, this is what my story is being
referred to as.
The opinions on this matter are not
quite as one sided as some think. I have
been thanked by a few girls for putting
them in my article, surprisingly!
Unfortunately, not everyone considered it
a harmless joke, as is evidenced by the
number of letters received.
I assure that my intentions were
not, have never been, and will never be
to bring any sort of pain to anyone. If
this is what I have done, than I am very,
very sorry. I write to entertain, but not
at such a cost.
I did not plan to insult girls in
general, girls with tans, or even girls
who are overweight. I was trying to
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make a statement about laziness and
vanity, but ended up exchibiting the
latter myself.
I would like to thank the people
who's letters appear in this week's issue.
They are well written and tasteful, as
well as very successful in showing me
what I had obviously overlooked. To
these people in particular, once again I
apologize.
Now about the letters we didn't
print...
It is not Mirror policy to print
anonymous letters, which is a lucky
break for some who would only be
embarrasing themselves if we did.
Fortunately, these persons were too
gutless to sign their names.
t have no gripe with people who
want to say that I did something that
they didn't like. I can only learn from it.
What amazes me is how one bad joke
gives others the right to embark on a
great crusade to put me, the anti-christ,
"where I belong."
One letter calls 'me "short,"
"shallow," and "insensitive," and the
unknown author kindly mentions how
she wouldn't mind seeing "my type"
"axed to death." And if I am found in
this condition, says this author, I will
know who to blame. I quess this person
had forgotten that he or she was too
much of a coward to sign it. Another
asks me when I will stop judging others
"by the color of their skin." What? Are
we reading the same newspaper?
Now that's what I call overreacting,
while you're at it, why not vail me a
little faggot with glasses? All of a
sudden one small paragraph from an
article 30 paragraphs long creates some
heroic battle between good and evil. Are
we misssing the point?
To these people I offer no apology,
because they deserve none. If they find it
acceptable to condemn a joke I make
while launching purposely spiteful
attacks of their own, I think we can
wonder aloud if anyone need apologize at
all.
I'm saying I'm sorry for my part. I
doubt that I'll hear from those too white
livered to sign their names.
I'll take a gamble and bet that if
these persons who so loudly proclaim
my worthlessness were too sit down and
talk with me for a few minutes, they
wouldn't think that I have enough people
who would back me up on that, and that
my past articles attest to that fact as
well.
This invitation is certainly open,
but somehow I doubt that someone who
pours out their condemnations and yet
doesn't have the balls to sign it would
have the conviction to talk to me in
person like the human being they say I'm
not.
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Letters
Suntanning right defended
To the Editor:
This is in response to Joe DeVito's
"Feature" column of April 2, 1987. Overall
an entertaining and humorous article, I
became aware by the end of it that Mr.
DeVito should have included himself on his
list of Stupidity on Campus.
]
I am referring to his opinion on
"Fat Girls Sunning Themselves in the Quad."
How valiant of Mr. DeVito to take it upon
himself to protect all those fair, kind, and
narrow-minded individuals who have
"broutght it to his attention more than once."
Maybe a solution to this campus-wide
problem is to have every girl who thinks she
might wish to sit outside on a nice day, relax
and enjoy the sun, make an
appointment with Advocate Joe DeVito so

To The Editor:
This letter is in response to Joe
DeVito's recent feature entitled "Stupidity on
Campus". We would like to commend Joe on
his efforts to create a truly humorous and wellwritten feature. However, the one major flaw
in this extremely factual representation was
his attitude towards sunbathing.
We believe that his comments about
overweight girls were completely uncalled for.
Girls of all shapes and sizes have the right to
sun themselves on campus without being
scorned by people who have the power of the
press behind them. Using the newspaper to
take potshots at girls who may not be up to
his standards is immature and intolerable.

Dear Mr. DeVito:
We would like to comment on your
article in last Thursday's newspaper, entitled
"Stupidity on Campus." The overall article
was an amusing critique of some existing
problems on campus. Unfortunately, the
paragraph entitled, "Fat Girls Sunning
Themselves in the Quad" deviated from the
intended humor. This paragraph was a flagrant
display of the ignorance and narrow
mindedness expounded by some on this
campus. The title of your article was perfectly
suited; a paragraph of this nature could only
be written out of stupidity.
Even though the article was written with
a humorous intent, that paragraph was
insulting, uncalled for, and in extremely bad
taste. Even people who are thin worry about

that he can render an almighty thumbs up or
thumbs down. I can not believe the audacity
of Mr. DeVito. I don't believe he intended to
be funny, it was insulting, cruel and very
smug. If I'm not mistaken, last time I
checked, sunlight was free and nondiscriminating.
If you're so shallow as to deny
someone the pleasures of a sunny Spring day
because you don't care for the way the
apperson looks, Don't look! Please don't grace
them with an approving glance. In closing, I
have one more thing to add If Mr. DeVito
thinks that some people should put their
clothes on so as not to be offensive, maybe
he should do the same with the cap of his
pen.
Sincerely,
Mary K. Price
Nursing Major

If Joe were adept in the art of magic, he
would realize that the slender bodies of some
Fairfield guys are only an illusion, since the
beer bellies and tire tubes miraculously appear
when standing in a vertical position. Just as
we admit that these guys exist, we also
recognize that overweight girls exist,
however? we do not doubt the fact that either
has the right to get a tan on campus without
being ridiculed.
Jackie Ribbe
Nora Nasif
Editor's Note: We received two other
letters similar in sentiment to these, but they
were not signed and we held them from print.

their weight and do not need to be reminded
about attitudes towards being "overweight."
Weight is individual. A paragraph such as this
one increases the insecurities of most girls on
campus. Every girl on campus is entitled to
sun themselves without the fear of being
ridiculed.
We are sure you did not mean to be as
insulting as you were. However, in light of
the fact that you are on the Mirror staff, we
would like to offer a little constructive
criticism. Please take into consideration the
feeling of the people being affected by your
words, regardless of the intent, humorous or
otherwise.
Terry Smith '89
Carol Gorman '89

Honesty on
campus

Reading Day
Dear Editor:

To The Editor:

As you stated in your April 2nd
editorial, the issue of reading day has come up
once again, however this time we are looking
for tangible results. Being a member of the
University Council for the past three years
and the incoming FUSA Director of
Academics, I am very concerned with this
issue and determined to have something
concrete done soon.
On April 3rd, I was privleged to sit in
on a general faculty meeting. I would like to
thank all of the faculty for allowing me to do
so. During this meeting, the reading day
issue was discussed. After much debate a
motion was made that the faculty support the
idea of another reading day being instituted.
On a vote of 71 to 12, the motion carried.
Though this is a giant step in the right
direction and the faculty should be thanked,
this does not guarentee that an extra reading
day will come about.
The administartion's main concern is
that students will not use an added day in the
proper manner. I feel that it is up to the
students to prove them wrong and at the
same time we will be showing the faculty
that we appreciate their concerns for our
welfare. With all three sectors of the
University finally working together, the
realization of an extra reading day is becoming
more of a reality.
Sincerely,
Kenneth Caisse
Director of Academics
University Council

In recent months the integrity of our
school has been in question. Many students
have complained that their text books have
been stolen during the meal times. Although
I am sure they have a legitimate gripe, I
would like to give my own story and praise
those people who are still honest— a number
which I think (hope) is still in the majority.
While I was at the Rec-Plex today, I
inadvertently left my gold chain in a locker.
By the time I realized I had left it there, two
hours had gone by. Fearing the worst, I went
back to where I thought I had left it - only to
be disappointed. Just when I had all but
given up, I decided to do the most obvious - ask the lost and found. By this time I was
convinced that some crook had taken it and
pawned for cash. Expecting to hear anything
but yes, I was surprised (and relieved) when
the person said someone had turned in a gold
chain.
I quess this wasn't the most exciting
story, I just felt I had to thank that someone
who made me realize there are still honest
people in this world — and better yet on this
campus. Let me tell you, it's a real bummer
to lose something that means a lot to you.
It's very reassuring to know there is hope if
you have lost something very sentimental to
you, because these things just cannot be
replaced by money.
Thanks again,
Paul Kolensky 1990
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FUSA thanks Dean
To The Editor:
I was sorry to read last weeek's article
(4/2) about Dean Henry Krell's leaving the
University. He has greatly contributed to
student life at Fairfield and he will be sorely
missed.
Dean Krell has revamped the judicial
process, served as advisor to international and
handicapped students, and initiated the alcohol

and substance program. He has worked
closely with FUSA's Student Court and has
shown personal attention to student concerns.
Best of luck to Mr. Krell with his future
endeavors.
Sincerely,
Chris Ritchie
FUSA President
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Editorials
Another tuition increase

By now all undergraduate students have received a letter from Father
Kelley announcing the Board of Trustees decision to raise tuition next year.
Frankly we are getting dismayed by these yearly increases and are concerned
that the Board is out of touch with what it takes to go to Fairfield.
A student of the class of 1990 will have to come up with $12,850 in fees,
tuition and room and board. In the 1978-79 academic year the same tab came
to $6,210. In nine years tuition has more than doubled.
The reasons for tuition rises have some validity. In the late seventies and
early eighties spiraling inflation created heavy stress on the budgets of
institutions. Energy costs went out the roof and other expenses grew larger
than tuition increases. Purchasing power eroded. Salaries for administrators
and professors could not keep up. Much general maintenance was put off until
financing could be arranged.
And so now that inflation has subsided the university is trying to play catch
up. Unfortunately it has become too easy for the Board of Trustees to raise the
tuition. The increases have far outstripped inflation for the past four years.
Students and their parents are expected to place themselves in financial ruin in
order to get a college education.
The effects of expensive education are dismaying. While the school boasts
more applications every year their variety is fading. Incoming students will be
denied the cultural variety that is such an important part of an education. They
will be greeted by a gentrified community where upper middle class America will
congregate to study finance and accounting. The University likes to boast
Economic majors with expertise in Byzantine History; instead, they will have
Finance majors with minors in Book Keeping.
These concerns are very real. High costs spawn elitism and that would be
a terrible thing for a university whose roots lie in liberal arts and service to your
fellow man.
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Letter Policy

The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

Retired teacher has message for those considering career
To the Editor:
Bright college graduates interested in
a teaching career are now being offered
two reasons for considering teaching :
increased salaries and higher qualifying
standards for professional teacher
candidates. I write this letter to suggest
other important considerations in your
lives, based on 18 years of high school
science teaching (recently retired), plus 7
college teaching and 10 years of industry
experience.
Teaching offers many intrinsic
rewards-opportunities to share your
knowledge, skills, interests and
enthusiasm in ways that can make a
positive contribution to the improved
lives of students. I suggest however that
you delay beginning a teaching career for
at least five years after college
graduation. Start with a more rewarding
business or industry career which you
might find challenging (greater risks).
Nationally, it is customary for
teachers who change school districts to
be placed on a lower salary scale
regardless of their past experience. This
also lowers your retirement income in
later years. In addition to the useful work
experience, you will be more competent
as a counselor to students and you will
be able to make the curriculum content
and presentation more relevant to student
needs. None of this is possible if you go
directly into a classroom from college.
Furthermore, you will acquire the
increased maturity to determine whether
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being a school teacher will acheive your
personal, professional and financial career
goals. Teaching jobs will be abundant.
Estimates are thet 1.3 million new
teachers will be needed by 1997.
You should be aware that teaching
lacks most of the professional
characteristics of medicine, dentistry,
law, engineering, etc. Professional
education and training of teachers is
mostly textbook experience, paper
writing, passing exams: an intellectually
bankrupt classroom experience. Even
though the related skills may be available
to diagnose and perhaps even prescribe
solutions to student learning problems,
none of this is included in your
preparation.
Teachers are overwhelmed with
awesome responsibilities which cannot
be adequately discharged by simply
having the very important excellence in
academic credentials. At the present time,
there is no agreement among teacher
educators about what teachers ought to
know. Most teacher educators have spent
no time themselves in classroom
teaching.
It is unlikely that professional
education and training will enable you to
find better ways to teach your students
compared with the way you were taught
up to and including your college learning
experiences. You will not find the names
of any practicing public school teachers
as members of the numerous task forces
and commissions suggesting school
reform. Your teaching experiences, ideas,
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interests, feelings will be ignored. You
are a public servant.
Education is administered by people
mostly trained and educated in the
outmoded "industrial model" of the
school. Principals are "plant managers,"
teachers are "worker," and students are the
"piece work raw materials" to be
processed.
Teachers are rarely encouraged to
speak out; rather, school district
managers and professional organizations
(unions) speak for them. Attention to
important individual student learning and
behavioral differences is often more
fantasy than fact. As yet, there has been
no national challenge to the competency
and the need for improvement in the
quality of school administrative
leadership.
The prestigious Carnegie Forum on
Education and the Economy has strongly
argued for sweeping changes in the way
schools operate and for increased teacher
autonomy. For good reasons, it seems
unlikely that this will happen in the near
future. School principals across the
nation told the National Governors
Association that the expectations for
themselves as leaders are not clear and
they admitted that many are not trained to
provide school leadership.
School reformers want politically
important increased numbers of school
days, more school hours, more
homework, more exams (not more
remediation), at the very time when

minorities from disadvantaged
backgrounds make up 25 percent of the
students in the nation's public schools.
Half of the students will be from single
parent families. One out of four will be
living in poverty. Their needs are not
going to be met by teachers and
administrators devoted to business as
usual.
While the public clamors for
education improvements (mostly reflected
in increased standardized test scores, one
of the least valuable measures of
improved quality of learning), many
teachers are doing an heroic job despite
the barriers. I honor those people on my
radio program, Education Upbeat
(WMMM 1260 AM West port). With
fewer than 20 percent of the nation's
families having children in the public
schools, the "user free syndrome" ("Why
should I pay taxes to support public
schools my family doesn't use?") makes
it less likely that the needed changes will
be adequately financed.
I urge you to be fair to yourselves.
No workplace situation will be ideal.
But, before you decide to be a teacher,
consider the facts. If teaching is still your
choice, go for it, with the full knowledge
of the advantages and the limitations as
these will affect your life.
Thank you for sharing these
thoughts with me.
Sincerely,
Edward Meyer
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Commentary
Platoon wrong choice
Visual bible Hannah was
Best Picture in '86

I

John K. Courtmanche

disappointed. I believe Hannah and Her Sisters should
have received the Academy Award for Best Picture 1986.
Unbelievably, that's coming from someone who
saw Platoon the night it opened in Connecticut and
remarked, "That was the best picture I've seen in my
life." From someone who, after seeing Hannah for the
first time, left feeling satisfied but undecided.
But my current attitude evolves from my second
viewing of both movies, and from months of reflection.
I still felt chills when I saw Platoon again, but the
shock which had initiated such passionate approval had
vanished. Hannah a second time sparked an
understanding and a growth.
Platoon was a remarkable movie primarily because
Vietnam was a remarkable event. Less than fifteen years
ago, the nation was in turmoil over the war. The reality
of it has rotted in the soul of America for many yearsslowly, recently, the stench has inspired emotional
outbursts. Parades, monuments, movies—Platoon rides
the crest of the country's guilt and wonder. Vietnam's
proximity in time to current national reverence made
Platoon a winner practically before it was written.
Hannah on the other hand was a remarkable movie
in and of its own fictitious nature. Hannah had no
concrete cultural passions supporting it, and therefore it
rose far above Platoon in its intrique.
Platoon is a story of good and evil. Platoon
played fiction upon non-fiction, greatly exaggerating the
conflict between one "good" sargeant and another "evil"
sargeant to portray strongly the writer's main idea: good
can triumph in our power, even if only: in the way we
view life. In other words, evil is steadfast in humanity,
so we as humans must decipher between the good and
the evil, and emphasize the power of the good.

Allen the every man in Hannah.
Hannah is the story of the
everyman: a hypochondriac by
nature, lost in self-concern, then
released from this and directed
toward selfless religious
understanding.
Anyway, the passage of
time regularly weeds culturally
irrelevant material from that
which is relevant. Vietnam will
one day be viewed as just
another war, and soPlatoon will
fall from its pedestal, a
disintegrating green iron war
monument.
Hannah in turn promises
to be a lasting religious
document of the Twentieth
Century, a visual bible for a
godless society.
Woody Allen's main
character, a hypochondriac who
immediately relates a ringing in
his ear to a fatal brain tumor, is
the everyman. At midlife he is

Photo by Brian Hamill—Photo Reporter
released from this self-effacing
who gave it to us that we never
phobia and he begins a religious
eat it.
journey. On his sojourn he
With Hannah, film as
attempts Judaism, Roman
medium reaches enormous
Catholicism, Hare Krishna, but
social capacity. Hannah in film
ultimately finds solace only on
will do for humanism what the
the doorstep of humanism.
Gospels in written word did for
Allen's conclusion: we spend so
theism. Hannah as film speaks
much time searching religiously
to and from our generation,
that we ignore that which is
both capturing it and releasing
certain and meaningful-the
it, summing it and setting the
people in our lives whom we
precedent for future equations.
love, our capacity as humans to
Humanism is a new religion,
reproduce, and love itself. Why
rising from the ancient
should we be concerned with
religion's inadequate affect upon
where it all came froma Twentieth Century audience.
questions with no answers
Humanism does not deny God
outside of faith~when we might
necessarily—it just doesn't
be content simply with the fact
consider the Idea.
of existence and its inherent
The passage of time is the
goodness.
only deliberate factor. Frankly,
We've anonymously been
Platoon's winning the Best
given a piece of cake, Allen
Picture award for 1986 is
believes, and we're spending so
trivial. Time promises//a/wa/z's
much time trying to discover
humanist universality honor.

Afghan Prince asks students to back anti-Soviet cause
Angela Federici
"In 1966 I came to the United States as a student.
The first week or so that I was there , I was invited to a
party. During the course of the evening, a young lady a student from a certain sorority walked up to me and
she said, "Where are you from?" I said I was from
Afghanistan and she said, "Oh, that's very nice."... And
then she looked up and said, "What part of the United
States is that?
This is no joke."
When Prince Abdul Ali Seraj of Afghanistan
dynamically addressed a large group of undergraduate
students in the Oak Room, he intended to illustrate
American ignorance toward Afghanistan. The above
incident persuaded him to introduce his country and his
people to as many of his "American friends" as possible.
Afghanistan is a land-locked country in south
central Asia, bordered in the south by Iran, in the west
by Pakistan, and in the east by China. It also shares a
1,350 mile border with the Soviet Union. Considered to
be a gateway between the east and the west, Afghanistan
has been invaded throughout its history by all the great
invaders. Prince Seraj emphasized the pathetic history of
Afghanistan invasions: "If they were ever to write a
who's who book on the great invaders of the world, that
book would surely be on Afghanistan."
Since the late 19th century, the Soviet Union has
been invading Afghanistan and has been rewriting the
history of that nation in the blood of its people - the
blood of nearly two million people. So, fighting to
defend their freedom is nothing new to the Afghan
people. As far back as 1878, when Prince Seraj's great
grandmother was ruling the country, the Russians began
invading the small country in an attempt at a complete
takeover. Again in 1919, when his grandfather had just
been assasinated, the Soviets made a second attempt.
They failed again in 1929.
Finally in 1953, Afghanistan decided to embark
upon a developmental program. Financially poor, the
Afghans requested the help of the Eisenhower
administration. Vice-President Nixon was sent to

Afghanistan to see what could be done there, and upon
his return he reported to Congress that the American
taxpayers' money should not be wasted on a barbaric
nation like Afghanistan.
Superpower support
Turned down by the United States, the Afghan
leaders turned to the Soviet Union, which was exactly
what the Russians were waiting for. Every nation
currently under Soviet rule was originally aided by the
Russians militarily, not economically. This is the
technique they utilized to manipulate Afghanistan. Once
they force their military equipment on a nation, that
nation is forever dependent on the U.S.S.R. to be taught
techniques for use of the weapons, for parts, etc.
In 1963, realizing that Afghanistan had been made
too dependent on the Soviet Union, the country's ruler
declared Afghanistan to be a constitutional monarchy.
For the first time in its history, Afghanistan had a free
elected Parliament.
Only ten years later, the communist members of
the military took over the country and abolished
monarchy in Afghanistan.
Communist rule
On April 28, 1978, five communist military pilots
took over the entire country. They called all the pilots
in Afghanistan to an "emergency meeting", and upon
their arrival at the base, the five communist pilots pulled
out their machine guns, forced them into a hangar, and
took to the air, to begin bombarding the capital. In a
matter of 24 hours, over 2,000 people were massacred,
including nineteen members of Prince Seraj's family.
By 1979 the communist rule in Afghanistan was
failing. In five days, the Soviets poured five thousand
communist soldiers into the country, whose
geographical size is just slightly larger than Texas. The
reason behind the Soviet interest in Afghanistan is, Peter
the Great once said, whatever nation gains control over
the warm waters of the Persian Gulf will eventually
control the world. Throughout the history of the
U.S.S.R. they have always wanted to get to the warm
waters. Where Pakistan joins Iran in the southern
portion of Afghanistan, that point sits at the mouth of
the Persian Gulf, which is the area where better than
sixty percent of all the oil in the world comes from.
The Soviets have also established bases in southern
Afghanistan from which a Soviet plane may fly to any

target in the middle east and fly back to base without
refueling. Thirdly, Afghanistan was the weak link in the
chain of countries surrounding the Soviet Union. They
chose not to go into Pakistan or Iran for the fear of
United States retaliation, so they chose to invade
Afghanistan.
Russia/Nazi crimes parallel
Prince Seraj next brought up the topic of Nazis of
World War II, drawing an analogy of the crimes of Hitler
and his followers to the crimes of the Russians in
Afghanistan. To date, two million Afghans have been
massacred. Last month, Soviet soldiers entered a village
south of the capital in which only women, children and
old men who could not fight were living. They rounded
up all the young ladies between the ages of twelve and
eighteen and took them away.
A week later, their helicopters flew over the same
village, dropping the nude, dead bodies of the girls back
down on the village from the air. In another village
further to the south of the country, word got to the
inhabitants that the Soviet soldiers were coming. They
hid in the underground canals from which they obtain
irrigation. The Soviets came, poured gasoline inside the
tunnels and threw hand grenades burning sixty five
people alive. The Soviets have taken groups of Afghan
civilians, tied them together, and driven their tanks over
them.
Prince Seraj warned that the Soviet objective is to
take over the world, by lulling Americans into a sense of
security. He described the philosophy of the
communists as follows: "You take a sword in your hand,
and if you feel flesh you push in - if you feel steel you
pull back." He then lauded the past six years of Reagan
administration by saying that in Reagan, the Soviets
have felt steel. "This man (Reagan) has given more
credibility to your nation than you have had in a very
long time."
Prince Ali Seraj appealed to America's students to
raise voices to help save what is left of the Afghan
people. He concluded, "If you can build shanty towns
on your campuses to raise your voices against apartheid
policy in South Africa... If you can raise over sixtyeight million dollars overnight for the hungry people in
Ethiopia, surely you will not lose anything if you raise
your voices for what is left of the Afghan people."
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is sometimes determined by
a small
elite group, known as the Art World.
During the Abstract Expressionistic
Movement, art critics such as Clement
Greenburg and Harold Rosenberg decided
that it was important for art to be pure
and flat, and hence, flatness became the
rule of the day. Artists such as Jackson
Pollack and Morris Lewis followed this
American style during the 1940's. Here,
flatness became a theory, only it was not
determined by artist or nobility; the critic
became the preacher that the artist's
prayed to.
The Bohemian artist, thus, was
going through an inner turmoil.
He
was in a constant battle between two
phases, The Boho Dance, in which the
artist stays with his inner circle of friends
and preaches his ideas to them, and the
Consummation, where the culturati
decide what is important. Oftentimes,
after the artist has become a

revolutionary, and chooses a certain
style, the culturati turns this around and
make this the acceptable art form. Then,
the artist is caught following rules he has
set. The corporate patrons become
involved, as well.
They begin
subsidizing what is important to the
culturati. An example of this can be
seen in the Chase Manhattan Bank
Corportaion.
This company hired
Dorothy Miller, a curator, to shop around
and invest in certain artists. She chose a
Lower Manhattan man named Keuith
Haring. His career began by painting
graffiti on subway trains. It is very
ironic that this rebel would one day
become an integral part of as major
corporation.
In conclusion, while society is
victim to the craft of the artist, the artist
is also a victim of the very society in
which he corrupts.

Ruggers Get Muddy
By Donald O'Meara and Michael
Loughney
There was mud everywhere - it was
pig heaven. Somewhere, someone had to
fall short of reason. Someone had to
sport tight little black shorts and cotton
jerseys to soak up all that mud and frozen
rain which was present on Saturday in
Biblical proportions. And of course, there
had to be a game in this mess - a game
requiring men with very few brain cells
to slide around shouting, hurting each
other, causing a ruckus and hurting each
other. And we were just the guys to do
it
There was mud - everywhere - in our
eyes, in our hair, and even in our
underwear. Yes, I'm totally serious - it
was in our underwear. I thought that I
was the only one but I asked the other
guys and they admitted it was in their
undies too. I know it sounds gross but

I'm not exaggerating at all. but we didn'l
care because we are tough Rugby players
who enjoy that kind of thing. It's part ol
the game - Hell, it's part of life. It's
better than playing cards and certainly
better than going to the library like we
usually do on Saturday mornings during
the off-season.
What about the games? Well, the
Fairfield B's began the soggy day with i
16-0 win over Holy Cross' B's. Scoring
for the Red Ruggers were John O'Brien
President Henry Blaney, John Berner, anc
Tim Downey. Tim almost lost his life
when he was caught below the water line
in a post-try celebration pile up. Downe)
was revived and managed to finish the
game.
The intensity of the B game put the
field" in prime condition for the As. After
some futile warm-up sprints the A's went
out and played their heads off. Time and
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the name Eschaton from Greek
Mythology, the final conflict between
$7.45/hr or commission.
the Gods and mortals. "Our music is all
Advertising sales. No experience necesoriginal. I write a lot of the music, but I
sary. We will train. Work locally. Car
want us to write as a group."
Dranchak keeps himself informed recommended. Call Dave Freedman at
about music. He has written for an 1-800-628-2828 ext. 928.
underground music paper called 'Vox
For details and application.
Pop' and has interviewed Shelia E. He
METRO MARKETING GROUP
also keeps up with drum lessons. His
last drum teacher, Steven Ferrone, whom
PRINTING
OFFSET
PLANT.
he met through Kashif, is currently on
Small successful and well established. Fully
tour with Duran Duran.
equipped from computerized typesetting
Dranchak's mother recognizes his
to bindery. Good groeth opportunity.
musical ambitions. "In high school for
Excellent location in Fairfield. Priced
his marching band John constructed a
right for qualified buyer. Write: M.F.F.
snare drum harness that would make
Associates, P.O. Box 1163, Fairfield,
playing easier and more comfortable. We
found a lawyer who helped us get a Ct. 06430
patent and John marketed his product. He
made a lot of money from it," Mrs.
Swimming instructors needed for late
Dranchak says.
Last winter, Dranchak produced a afternoon classes at Westport YMCA. Must
song for his friend. "I heard it on the enjoy teaching children. Salary plus full
radio a while back. It was the greatest privelege membership offered. Contact Bob
feeling, but it had flaws and as producer I Knoebelat226-8981.
wish I could have done better. I'm glad
Food service PT/FT - Bus people,
about what I'm doing. I'm trying to meet
more people and the doors just keep Foodserver, Waitpersons. Pleasant working
enviroment in our executive dining room.
opening."
Benefits, meals and iuniforms provided.
Flexible hours for students. No experience
necessary.
Apply or call Center for
time again the solid Holy Cross A squad
Finbancial Studies at 259-3303. Located on
took the ball deep into Fairfield's
campus at 200 Barlow Road.
territory, but each time they were denied.
\t one point, Holy Cross had the ball at
r.TJ.'s one meter line for over five
ninutes and could not score. Finally after
?0 minutes (time was extended) of all out
WANTED
rugby, the mud bath was over. Neither
Woman born December 24,
team had scored. It was disappointing tot
1965 who is the most beauti2nd in a tie, but the A's had played with a
lot of heart. They put in a fine effort
ful Capricorn ever. I have your
against a team that had defeated Harvard
green MEM's and am wononly two weeks before.
dering if I can eat them.
Fairfield's C side finished the day
with an 8-0 win over Holy Cross' C's.
RSVP
Andre and Moses tallied for the Red
Ruegers.
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Arts & Entertainment
Alcatrazz breaks out
By Robert Amoroso
Arts & Entertainment Editor
There are two misconceptions
concerning the band Alcatrazz. First of
all, they are not strictly a group whose
sole purpose is to rocket launch guitar
heros. True, Yngwie Malmsteen and
Stevie Vai (both late of Alcatrazz) have
gone on to "bigger" things since thier
respective departures. Yet even without
them, Alcatrazz refuses to quit.
Secondly, this is not Graham Bonnet's
solo pet project. After talking with Mr.
Bonnet, the one thing which is evident is
Alcatrazz is the epitome of a unit. All
egos are on hold upon the release of thier
new LP titled Dangerous Games . Here,
music takes the top priority. These are
some of Bonnet's sentiments:
FArKFTELD MIRROR- It is interesting
that you guys did a cover of The
Animals' "It's My Life." Why do a cover
at this stage of your career?
GRAHAM BONNET- First off, it has
always been a song I've liked. T don't
think radio gave it the airplay it deserved,
though many people are familiar with it.
Also, our record company (Capitol
Records) somewhat encouraged us to do a
cover so we obliged them. I do think our
version is naturally more modernsounding and heavier..
FM- There is a mini-acapella piece called
"Night of the Shooting Star" off the new
record.
Who's responsible for its
inclusion? >'
|
GB- That was my idea. I wrote and
arranged it. I wanted to include this
because I wanted to prove that I'm not
like most singers who just scream their
heads off.
FM- Alcatrazz has a history of some
pretty good guitar players.
GB- This is true.
FM- Your latest one is Danny Johnson.
How does he compare to the likes of a
Malmsteen or a Vai?
GB- He compares very well. Danny is
what you call a team player. Yngwie
wanted stardom right off the bat. His
ego would only lend himself to be a
guitar hero. Steve, on the other hand,
was so technical to the point where his
mind would drift. Danny doesn't want to
be a guitar hero, though he could if he
desired. He told me he wanted to be in a
guitar-based band, and this one certainly
fits this description.
FM-. There's a lot of pressure on him.
GB- This is true. But I've got to stress
that he has the ability of his
predesessors.

FM- How about yourself? You've played
for such noted bands as Rainbow and The
Michael Schenker Group. Why is this
band different? What does it mean to go?
GB- First off, what I'm doing now is my
favorite type of music. With Rainbow, I
received no credit whatsoever. It was
Richie's (Blackmore, the band's leader and
guitarist) project from start to finish. I
was one of his counterparts.
Same
situations with Schenker. Alcatrazz is
not "my baby" but it is all "our babies"
combined. This is why I'm so excited
about the band.
FM- I think you captured what videos
have become in your song "God Bless
Video."
GB- That song was meant to be funny in
a satirical sort of way. Without video,
where would a band like Duran Duran be?
So many people should bless God for the
video medium.
FM- Corny and contrived as it sounds,
where do your influences lie since your
career has explored so many avenues?
GB-1 go back to the basics. I loved the
girl groups of the fifties, Little Richard,
and Buddy Holly. Yet my favorite group
was The Beatles because of thier
diversity.
They were the most

Alcatraz: "This all entails teamwork"
experimental band ever and whatever type
of sound they chose, it all sounded great.
They did everything and pulled it off.
There's quite a difference between stuff
from Rubber Soul and The White
Album.
FM- What do you see as the
quintessential Alcatrazz cut of the new
record?
GB- I'd have to say "Witchwood."
FM- Do you get tired of people tabling
Alcatrazz with terms like power rock or
heavy rock and roll?
GB- Most definitely. First off, we're not
metal. Once we played with a band
called Metal Church and they were a
speed metal band, very unlike us. We're
chameleons. We can play with anybody
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or any style because we have the ability
and experience.
This also entails
teamwork. When we played with Metal
Church, we certainly turned up our amps
on this occaision. Yet we also played
with Starship for a time. Here, we were
a bit mellower.
We're certainly no
strangers on how to put on a show that
suits a given audience.
FM- Final thoughts?
GB- The new Alcatrazz is the best ever.
I think you will agree upon listening to
the record. Listen to me, I sound like a
salesman. When I was a kid growing up
in England, I always wanted to be an
American cowboy.
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Arts & Entertainment
Southern rock reborn
Georgia Satellites show depth
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
The public has led us to believe that
Southern rock died around the turn of this
decade. Granted, while Molly Hatchet
and the Outlaws (both still in
commission) do not pack them in like
they used to, it must be realized that
Southern rock has taken on a different
form in the eighties. The guitar as a
base still exisits, yet the arrangements
have been stripped for a more old-time
rock 'n' roll premise.
The Georgia
Satellites, as evidence of their self-titled
debut, know how to rock n' boogie with
the best of them.
At this point, nearly every
American under thirty has heard the first
single "Keep Your Hands To Yourself.
If any song deserves radio airplay, this is
the one. Lead singer Dan Baird gives us
Georgian charm which provides the song
with character as well as humour. Not to
mention the agressively timely hooks.
The follow-up single, "Battleship
Chains", fares equally as well. Nice

catchy chorus, with irresistable hooks
once again. "Railroad Steel" continues
the theme of heartache and eventual
heartbreak. What needs to be said here is
that this LP is more diverse than one
might expect. "Can't Stand The Pain" is
derivative of the Rolling Stones, yet
only something the Stones could dream
of doing at this point.
"Nights of
Mystery" gives the record an eclectic
blend of variance. A pleasurable cover of
Rod Stewart's "Every Picture Tells A
Story" closes the LP and further adds to
the surprising depth this work contains.
The Georgia Satellites will certainly
be hard-pressed to come up with
something to match this platter. A debut
album going gold is by no means an
easy feat these days. For now, the
Georgia Satellites are standing strong
not just for the singles. Their next move
will be a particular point of intrigue.
The dinosaur of Southern rock did not
necessarily become extinct. The Georgia
Satellites are the closest thing I've heard
to perfection of the new form.

Jett rocks U of Bridgeport
By Ed Flanagan
Staff Writer
On Sunday evening, March 29,
while most people were watching
Wrestlemania III, I went with a friend to
see Joan Jett perform at the University of
Bridgeport. I am not an avid fan of her
music, but I do enjoy it, and I felt it was
worth paying $7.00 to hear her perform
live.
After the opening group, a Bon
Jovi/Ratt/Motley Crue ripoff named Cry,
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts opened with
a fitting song, "Bad Reputation,"
something she has had throughout her
music career.
Jett then continued to impress with
hits like "Cherry Bomb" and "New
Orleans." After "New Orleans" she
performed a song written by someone
named Springsteen: "Light of Day,"
which is also the title of a movie she
presently stars in with Michael J. Fox
(plug, plug). Unfortunately, "Light of
Day" was the only song she played off
the movie soundtrack, leaving out

favorites
such
as
"This
Means
War."
It was back to her older hits then
with such songs as "Just Lust,"
"Frustrated,"
and
"Victim
of
Circumstance." She got the crowd back
on their feet with her hits "Fake Friends"
and "Everyday People," and then reached
a peak with what is arguably her biggest
hit so far, "I Love Rock and Roll." Jett
managed to get the crowd to sing along,
which seemed to be a problem earlier in
the evening.
Once she reached her peak, though,
she remained at that level for the rest of
her show, with a current hit off her new
album Good Music called "Roadrunner
(Radio On)" and then teased the crowd
with an electrifying version of "Do You
Wanna Touch?" She had the crowd
begging for more, and she provided with
her encore, "Crimson and Clover."
Joan Jett is definitely worth seeing
live. You'll have another chance to see
her live on April 17, when she opens for
Deep Purple at the Hartford Civic Center.

Whoopi Goldberg
stars as a repentant
thief suspected of a
murder she didn't
commit in Warner
Bros/ action comedy
mystery "Burglar."
Playing at the Fairfield Community
Theatre.

Wonderous Stories
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Did anybody catch Rob Saracino's "Metal Edge" show last week on WVOF...He
did a program with Prof. Heath which dealt with the relationship between classical
music and heavy metal...Very interesting stuff..Broken Bottles have returned....You
can catch them at the Stag-Her tonight...Starting time is at nine....Timothy Hutton
will star in Made in Heaven....The leading lady will be Kelly (I kissed Tom Cruise)
McGillis...A movie which should have had a better run when it was first released was
Manhunter....lt is now available on video....A new book by Bob Geldof has been
released....The word on it is its controversial and innundated with his own
philosophies....You know that Poison single "Talk Dirty to Me"?...What a jokc.It
sounds like what Cheap Trick was doing ten years ago....I've got a few birthday wishes
which should have been attended to earlier....Legality milestones go out to Joel Gray
and Dapper Dave Wunsch....Both give VOF the credibility it has attained with Joel on
Sunday nights and DDW on Wednesday 12-2 A.M Birthday wishes also are directed
towards Marc Guillet....Marc's dad owns one of the best French restaurants on Long
Island (La Mascotte: located on Commack Rd.)....My dad raves about it all the
time....The Del Fuegos have a new one out titled Stand Up...I can hardly wait to hear
it....There have been rumours circulating about a Santana reunion featuring the group
as they were at Woodstock...I have heard that this rumour is confirmed to be true....The
new Dustin Hoffman film has been pushed back and will be released much later than
expected....People thought Tootsie was the greatest thing since sliced bread...Though I
liked it, I thought it was a blaringly overrated film....On the new Who compilation
record called Two's Missing, they do covers of "Under My Thumb" and
"Heatwave"....Little Steven will have a new one out, slated for a May 15
release...Bruce will be on one track...Remember Zebra playing at the Ballroom Easter
Sunday....Correct me if I'm wrong, but the tally is seven shows at the Meadowlands for
U2....That's stunning...! heard a vicious rumor Rambo 111 will be released on July
4....Isn't that grand....Sly may have gotten the fame and fortune...But let's face it, he's
a joke....As are his recent movies....I cannot decide whether Rhinestone or Over the
Top is more insignificant...Sorry to say it, but I think mandatory drug testing should
be enforced in all forms of vocations...I'm tired of hearing about the invasion of privacy
rap....That is a load of rubbish at this point...Maybe I'm too conservative...And too
conventional...But I'm clean, too...Collective thanks goes out to John Baldwin, Lisa'
Boyne, Chuck Johnson and Shireen Rustom for their contributions over the past few
weeks. Without them, where would I be?...Finally, if Joe Rella ever invites you to his
house for dinner, by all means, take him up on the offer....It's a tremendous
event...Tempus Fugit
j

Scorchers keep standing
By Mark Heidelberger
Staff Writer
Jason and the Scorchers is a
Nashville based band who blasted on the
scene in '83 with an impressive EP
entitled Fervor . From this collection
many foresaw a band with potential.
Well, unfortunately it took them three
years and an album in between them to
come up with something that could be
compared with Fervor. That new album
is entitled Still Standing and although
not as impressive as Fervor, it does make
strides in that direction and will leave
you waiting for their next album.
The album starts with the
impressive "Golden Ball and Chain."
This is the type of song that the
Scorchers are able to do best. It includes
a heavy guitar based sound, crisply
defined, which doesn't drown out Jason
Ringenberg's vocals nor lets them take
over the song. When Ringenberg's voice
is needed to carry a song it just doesn't
work, as evidenced on the country and

western sounding "Good Things Come
To Those Who Wait". The country and
western element doesn't fit their style and
the song suffers from it. This element
also enters into "Crashing Down" but
doesn't completely ruin the song.
As I said, it is when Jason and the
Scorchers put power into their songs and
Jason doesn't try to sing a strong melody
that success comes to these guys. Their
remake of the Rolling Stones classic
"19th Nervous Breakdown" is nothing
short of incredible. Equally impressive
are "Shotgun Blues" and "Ghost Town",
the latter being a well done song
compapng his life to a ghost town
because of a loss and how "I'll spend
tomorrow in a town called yesterday."
Jason and the Scorchers, who last
toured with the Georgia Satellites, have
found themselves back on the track of
their original style, but there are still
holes. If they fill them in, stay tuned for
more powerful rock 'n'roll, for it is what
Jason and the Scorchers do best.
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Campus arts groups triumph with recent programs
'Sing 'tis Glorious Spring'
final show for Seniors
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Fairfield University's Women's
Chorale performed last Sunday in the
Oak Room. The Chorale, well-known
for singing a varied blend of vocal
presentations, stayed faithful to such a
format.
This particular concert was
special because it represented the final
performance of Seniors Annemarie Brana,
Dena Cacchiotti, Tracey Cook, and Debra
Ann Venoit on this campus. "Sing 'tis
Glorious Spring," the formal name of the
program, was yet another successful
endeavor for such a gifted group of ladies.
Initially, the concert began with a
serious tone containing such endeavors
as "O Lord, How Excellent Is Thy
Name", and "II Court, Le Furet." Also
included in the opening segments was
"Magnificat" (by Michael Hayden), where
Wendi Cain sounded quite elegant with
the precise accompaniment of pianist
Glorisa Chu. To close the first part, the
Chorale sang with inspiration a Spanish
Ballad titled "May". This fit nicely with
the theme of the program.
For the second half of the
afternoon's performance, the women
jazzed it up a bit with a medley of fifties

music, notably selections from the the
play Grease. Then, Chorale President
Carla Supersano sang a solo of the recent
hit "Somewhere Out There." It was extra
special because Supersano intertwined her
recently acquired knowledge of sign
language along with the lyrics. As for
Miss Supersano's vocal ability, kindly
use the first five letters of her last name
as a reference.
From here, a montage of pop
culture compositions was highlighted
ranging from "On Broadway", to "Day
By Day."
Pulling off a convincing
medley isn't as easy as one might
presume. The Chorale seemed to have
few, if any, problems regarding this
issue.
Without a doubt, the Fairfield
University Woman's Chorale pulled off
yet another showstopper, mixing songs
of piety with songs for sheer
entertainment. The sentiments for the
the afternoon's program echoed the
optimism of the arrival of Spring. For
the viewers, the "good feeling" was felt
throughout the Oak Room. Under the
everpresent guidance of Carole Ann
Coyne-Maxwell, a performance by these
singers is as eminent as it is diverse.

Playhouse season ends grandly
By Robert Amoroso
Arts and Entertainment Editor
It is evident the Fairfield University
Playhouse is committed to excellence.
The latest production by the Playhouse is
Charley's Aunt, a comedy set in late 19th
Century England. For the past twentyfive years, the Playhouse has staged
some very fine plays. Charley's Aunt, playing through this weekend, is no exception.
The play opens in Jack Chesney's
(Kevin McGee) room at Oxford
University.
Jack, an ambitious and
possibly too strong-willed figure, meets
the naive Charley Wykeham (Peter
Holland). From here, the fun begins.
As the play progresses, the
wandering passerby Lord Babberley
(Michael Hegley) enters the picture and
emerges as the focal character of the paly.
It was interesting watching the plot
twists unfold, and Babberly loomed large
in these twists. The premise which
ignites it all centers around Charley's
madcap pursuit for somebody to stand in
as his aunt because she is worth
millions. Charley has never met his
Aunt
Donna
Lucia
D'Alvadorez
(Stephanie Stiefel) which makes the
script more hilarious. Add to this the
zany adventures of courtship between
Jack and Kitty (Amy Wallace), Charley

and Amy (Maura Rowe), and one other
you should see for yourself. Seeing
Charley's Aunt is a guaranteed ticket of
laughter. The Playhouse takes its share
of chances in their play selections. Here,
the choice was well-conceived.
Yet somebody told me it's the
singers not the song.
Indeed, the
strength of each character made this play
worthwhile. McGee gives a very
consistent and intense performance as
Jack. Kevin Peters plays Jack's father
Bart and provides the depth a show needs.
Holland plays his Charley character with
the exact amount of nervous energy for
Charley as a worrier. Hegley is an
absolute laugh riot in a role which
requires versatility.
In short terms,
Hegley almost steals the show. Scott
Nugent plays Stephen Spettique, Amy's
uncle. Mr. Nugent gives a fitting and
robust charicature of the . no-nonsense
English "gentleman." And, as always,
Alan Minieri keeps the chemistry above
water as he plays a sly and elderly British
butler.
On the female end, Miss Wallace
and Miss Rowe add to the high brow
element to their character's personas.
Miss Stiefel gives a grand showing of
the Brazilian Donna Lucia. Not to forget
Miss Regina Mauro, who plays Donna
Lucia's companion Ela Delahay with the
correct amount of innocence.

Our Catisdoirion
wasbomoutofac^oophotiy
ofcompetdng\dces.
But today the freedom of
speech that remains the hallmark
of our Constitution may be
threatened.
The NAAAF Essay Contest is
designed to emphasize the importance of free speech and open
debate in a vital area.
In his best-selling book, They
Dare to Speak Out: People and
Institutions Confront Israel's
Lobby former Congressman Paul
Findley sounds an alarm: "It is clear
that many Americans do notjeel they
can speak freely on one oj the most
complicated and challenging current
issues: The Arab-Israeli dispute"
Is he right? What do you think?
Full time Collese and Univer-

1787 Signing oj the Constitution, George Washington Presiding, by Howard Chandler Christy

sity students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2,500 words or less
on the subject "The Development of American Middle East Policy: Is
Free Speech Threatened?"
There will be 200 regional winners of $1,000 each and 10 national
winners of an additional $4,000 each.
The contest is sponsored by the NAAA Foundation, a charitable
organization which carries out educational programs on Middle East
subjects.
Television commentator Tom Braden serves as Honorary Chairman
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished columnist Carl Rowan is
Awards Chairman.
Send us the coupon for details and entry forms.
Entries must be postmarked by May 31,1987.

r

Please send me complete guidelines and
entry forms.

College or University

Major

Campus Address

Home Address

L

Send to: NAAA Foundation, P.O. Box 19144
Washington, DC 20036

TheISIAAAR)undatbnEssayCorit£st
Commemorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners
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Sports
LAX MEN GO 4-0;

Defeat defending club champions Dean Jr. College
By Howard Fenton
Cairnsworth III
Staff Writer
"You could see it in their eyes.
You could feel it in their cheeks. Those
guys are hungry for nothing less than
perfection. That's what I saw here today."
- A Dean Junior College player.
"We knew we were beaten the
minute you guys got off the bus." - A
Western Connecticut player.
"Kumbaya, my Lord, Kumbaya." Mark Mulligan leading songs on the bus
ride to Dean.
True statements? Yes. OK, then,
were they talking about Fairfield
Lacrosse? Ah, that's a definite 'yes' there
too. Doubting Thomases beware, this
lacrosse team is headed for another
successful season. The Stags boosted
their record to 4-0 last week with wins
over Western Conn., Dowling College,
and Dean Junior College. The main
ingredients for these wins have been a
solid, tenacious defense anchored by two
cat-quick goalies and a deep, fleet-footed
corps of midfielders and attackmen. In
other words, an unselfish team with one
goal in mind has maintained top status in
the Southern New England lacrosse club
standings.
Preparation has proven fruitful for
the Stags. After facing an inexperienced
team in West Conn., Fairfield stifled a
slightly better team in Dowling College
and finally put it all together in a rainy,
Saturday
victory
over
defending

Intramural softball
standings as of 4/5/87
MEN
Sun.
Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Fri.

S.A.D (2-0)
4 teams 1 -1
El Flamingo 2-0
Sea Dogs 2-1
Ground Crew 2-0
Phi Kappa Theta 1-1
TCamX1-0
We Got The Lumber 2-0
Tuesday's Den Dream
Team 1-0
Tooches Last Chance 1 -1
Slaughtered Lamb 3-0
Afterbirth 2-1
Zoo Crew 3-0
G-3Maddogs1-1
Evil Clowns 1 -1
Lizards 1-1
Road Kill 3-0
The Allright Kids 2-1
Horizontal Merger 2-1
Todd's Bods 2-0
Bring the Bullet East 2-0
SAHJEES3-0
Raging Wazoos 2-1
JIT BAGS 2-1
Banana Heads 3-0
Master Batters 2-1

champion Dean Junior College. Heading
into the meat of the season these next
few weeks, Fairfield must continue to
play at its optimum level to maintain a
respectable record. Check your local TV
and Cable guide listings, as well as the
Mirror, to follow the lacrosse team's
schedule. Here are some brief highlights
from last week's games:
FAIRFIELD 16
WESTERN CONNECTICUT 4
Fairfield jumped out to a 6-3 lead by
halftime and then outscored the Fighting
Colonials 10-1 in the second half as the
long-stick midfield group of Kevin
Kuryla, Kurt Muffelmann (2 assists), and
Pete Connolly consistently raped West
Conn, middies of the ball.
Their
transition play allowed the attack to toy
with their defendants and score easily.
Skeets Coyle and Breck Masterson each
scored three goals, John Callegari
assisted three times as nine other Stags
(see boxscore) tallied in a game played
with many penalties and heavy body
checking. Everyone played in this game

FAIRFIELD
16
WESTERN
CONN.
4
3/28 Goals: F - Masterson 3, Coyle 3,
Callegari, Sullivan, Cullen, Fogarty,
Murphy .Vanderma
rk, Ronzoni, La Torraca, Keating, O'Hara
WC - Johnson, Andronoco,
Quaranta '
ASSISTS:
Callegari 3, Coyle 2,
Muffelmann 2, Sullivan, Masterson,
Cullen
La
Torraca,
Keating,
Vandermark. WC -Andronoco
SAVES: F - Wood 6, Mac Donough
6. WC-Thorton

FAIRFIELD
15
DOWLING
COLLEGE
8
4/1
GOALS: F - Callegari 3, Masterson 3,
Coyle 2, O'Hara 2, Cullen
McKenna, Sargeant,
Brennan, Sullivan DC - Maia2, Cohen 2
Flood, Jordan, Adams,
Nicolson
ASSISTS: F - Callegari 4, Masterson
4, La Torraca, Hone. DC - Flood 2,
Jordan 2.
SAVES: F - Wood 12, MacDonough 7

FAIRFIELD
11
DEAN
JUNIOR
COLLEGE 4/5
GOALS:
F Masterson 4,
Callegari 2, Cullen, Sullivan, Coyle,
Vandermark
Murphy. DJC - Blanding
2, Abere 2, Williams 2, Hinding 2
ASSITS: F - Masterson 3, Coyle 2,
Callegari, Sullivan, Ronzoni
DJC - Blaanding, Abere,
Hinding, Williams.
SAVES:
F - Wood 13, MacDonough
8. DJC - Leary 12.

INDIVIDUAL
LEADERS (as of 4/6)

1275 Post Rd. Brickwalk, Fairfield
259-5888
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We'll help you look good!

oudubon copy shoppe
259-4311

SCORING

GOALS, ASSISTS, POINTS
Breck Masterson 12, 8, 20
John Callegari
7, 12, 19
Skeets Coyle
7, 6, 13
Bob Sullivan
5,2, 7
Rob Cullen
4,1,5
Alan Vandermark
3, 2, 5

Lady Stags land
top recruit

Men's Cuts 12.00
Women's Cuts 15.00
Perms [includes cut & blow dry] 50.00
Highlighting 40.00

48 Sanford St., Ffld.

FAIRFIELD 15
DOWLING COLLEGE 8
Desire is 70% of winning.
The
Dowling boys certainly tried hard but
Fairfield's depth eventually broke their
spirit. After a sluggish first quarter, the
Stags ground balls like Cullen picks up
chicks. Well, maybe not quite that fast,
but the results left Fairfiled in the driver's
seat after the first-half whistle. What
happened at the beginning of the second
half has come to be known as Fairfield's
own "instant offense." Callegari and
Masterson teamed for the next three
goals, "Friday," scoring two off passes
from Masterson and the "Goalmaster"
popping the next one on a pass from
"Friday". Soon, everyone began to get
in on the scoring including defenseman
Mark McKenna, Paul "Sporto" Brennan,
Bob "I love Ft. Lauderdale" Sullivan,
"G.I." Joe Sargeant and "Wittle Wobbie"
Cullen.
Also, frosh Gerard O'Hara
continued his impressive play by

Men's Lacrosse Box scores and stats

Foxy Locks

i l?-a*F-T

including crowd favorites Bill "Lambo"
Walsh, Mike "Dizzy" Gillepsie, and
Darrell "The Ponz" Ponzio.

Mon.-Fri. 8-7
Sat. 9-1
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(PR)—One of Connecticut's
top high school players, Lisa Mikelic of
Danbury High, has announced that she
will attend Fairfield University this fall,
and play for Diane Nolan's Lady Stags.
Mikelic, a 5-10 forward and
guard, is a two-time, first-team All-State
star and a two-time Class AA Player of
the Year selection by The Sunday Post,
Bridgeport.

slamming home a diving shot on the
crease and hard, bouncing goal 15 yards
outside.
FAIRFIELD 11
DEAN JUNIOR COLEGE 8
The game we had waited for....And
waited for....Fairfield's first true test. As
most of Fairfield slumbered, the Stags
donned coats and ties in the wet Saturday
morning and ventured to Franklin, Mass.
The three-hour drive left nothing but
energy in an inspired Stag team.
Goaltender Robert Wood snuffed Dean's
offense and started fastbreaks with
beautiful passes. Masterson controlled
the offense as he consistently beat his
man and either scored or assisted in all
six first-half goals. Recipients of these
passes included John Callegari (1), Bob
Sullivan (2) and Robbie Cullen. Bill
Walsh got nothing - and liked it. The
second half began with Dean coming
from a 6-4 defecit to tie at six. Coach
Sheffer called time to regroup and the
Stags quickly responded with four
unanswered goals by Skeets Coyle, Alan
Vandermark, Tim Murphy and Callegari.
The fourth quarter brought rain but
nothing could slick by goalie Rich
MacDonough and the Stag defense as
they held on to win in what could've
been
the
foreshadowing
of
a
championship game at Dean this year.

Softballers
2-0 in MAAC
By Donna-Jean Tedesco
Staff Writer
The Fairfield University women's
softball team are now undefeated (2-0) in
the MAAC coming off wins against Iona
and Fordham last Thursday and Friday
respectively.
Ellen-Mary Martin tossed a two
hitter to lead the Lady Stags to 1-0
victory against a tough Iona team. Chris
"I can leave a short message" Prespare
scored the lone run of the game. Martin
who had a no hitter until the sixth
inning, raised her own record to 3-0 and
lowered her ERA to 1.00. Prespare who
was 3-3 at the plate raised her batting
average to a team leading .471. Jennifer
Tessier had several outstanding catches in
left field to contribute to the errorless
game. Outstanding hitting by Dana
Pellegrino (3 for 4) raised her batting
average to .429.
The Lady Stags continued their
winning ways Friday afternoon against
Fordham who they defeated 4-1. Winning
pitcher Paula Legere (captain) pitched an
excellent game striking out two. Karen
Pisacich pitched the last two innings to
gain the save. Chris Prespare continued
her hitting streak by belting a triple to
score the first two runs of the game.
Mary Ellen "Shotgun" O'Donnell,
shortstop, contributed to the win with
several key defensive plays.
The Lady Stags were rained out this
past weekend - Saturday against
Providence College and Sunday against
University of Bridgeport. They take their
5-3 record on the road this week against
University of Bridgeport and Mercy
College.

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.
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Banish Dr. K?

By Gareth Charter
Sports Editor
From mysterious metaphors and ludicrous lists to his leading the Red Sea and
writing some great articles, Fabs will be missed around here. . .Good luck with the 7Eleven store, Paul... Have you seen (or heard) Joel Grey's car? No team deserves more
hating than the Mets but you've got to respect that kind of devotion...At press time the
Baseball team is 3-2 in the MAAC, but3-12 overall??...John Dieli ('89) leads the
MAAC with a 1.74 ERA...Jose Perez ('88) is fifth at 3.38...Brian "Find a Keg"
Tousignant still remains the coolest guy on the team.. Just ask him...The Softball
girls, oops I mean women, 2-0 at press time...Coach Bob Zito says "There are not too
many easy outs in the line-up". . .Go see for yourself.. .Cheryl Cronin's Camaro Shuttle
can give you a ride to any game. . .Twenty bucks for Wrestlemania HI compared to thirty
for Hagler-Leonard, what a jokc.W.M IHwas some of the best sports entertainment
I've seen since Dr. J and Larry Bird got into a fight....Did you see Andre the Giant's
girdle?...He's just too old and fat for that to have been a good match...SavageSteamboat was classic...Look for Savage to regain the title...Rumuors have it that
architects have been trying to figure out how to enlarge Alumni Hall...Thus far, no
dice, but if it happens it will be called the Mitchdome...Cheers to Commisioner
, Ueberroth for forcing Red Sox management into the special treatment Roger Clemens
deserves..."Baseball like it oughta be" gets more embarassing and self-defacing
: everyday...What an incredible time of year this is...No less than 7 Fairfield teams
competing outdoors for us to root on as we tan...And once night falls we have the
N.H.L. playoffs in 2 weeks...Thank God for couches and remote control...Flyers look
to strong...Hartford won't go far...Smythe final will be great...Norris Division is the
AL West of hockey...Alll this plus the glorious, summer-long escape from
reality...Baseball...See the back page for two men's predictions...I disagree, but that's
the beauty of sports, right...If you want to write sports, drop a note in the Mirror
office, Gonzaga Ground...Tempus FugiL.Just kidding, Bob

Weather's good for golf
By Rusty Magner
Staff Writer
Yes it's true, Fairfield University
does have a golf team, in fact it's Varsity
Division 1. The team, which placed
fourth in the MAAC last year, is coached
by Dr. Tony Costa. The team is led by
senior captain Marty Sullivan who is
looking to lead the Stags to the MAAC
championship.
Welcome back to Rich Craig '87
who played as a freshman but then went
to Rugby for two years. Coach Costa is
looking for another low scoring season

from Joe Carella '88, Kevin Christine
'88, Marty Kellaher '88, and John
Murphy '89. Strong improvements are
expected from Ned Burke '89 and Rusty
Magner '89. Three rookies round out the
team; Ed Klein '89, John Gilchrist '90,
Joe King '90, and Steve Patterson '90, all
are expected to contribute strongly this
year.
The team's home course is Patterson
C.C. in Fairfield, where they will be
battling Holy Cross College today and
Dowling next Wednesday. On Tuesday
they travel to Pace University. Come
out at 1 p.m. and root for the Stags.

Sunday split for Stag nine
By Andy Davis
Staff Writer
Fairfield's version of the M & M
boys, seniors Ken MccGovern and Joe
Mancini each drove in two runs for the
Stags as Fairfield took the first game of
a doubleheader against St Peter's on
Sunday afternoon, 6-3. Fairfield got
three runs on five singles in the top of
the second to get the scoring started.
Chris Cook opened with a single and was
driven home later by Don Buchanan.
Matt McLaughlin and Buchanan came
around on successive one baggers by
freshman Sean Looney and McGovern.
St. Peter's countered during their turn in
the second, reaching starter Pat Butler for
four hits and two runs. The Stags got
another pair of runs in the 4th when
McGovern (3 for 4)
singled home
Buchanan who started the inning with a
base hit. Joe Mancini then promptly
doubled home McGovern . After a single
run by the Peacocks in the 5th, Fairfield
received
an
insurance
run

(TE0-PLE)

when, you guessed it, Ken McGovern
singled, was sacrificed over to second,
and then scored on a Joe Mancini single.
Pat Butler went the distance for Fairfiled
scattering 10 hits, striking out two and
walking none. Buchanan and Mancini
each finished 2 for 4 in the contest.
In the second game of the double
header McGovern and Mancini continued
ripping the Peacock pitching. McGovern
tripled, doubled, singled and scored twice
and Mancini added two singles in four
trips to the plate, but the Stags wound
up on the wrong side of a 4-3 ball
game.
Sophomore southpaw pitched
well, going a solid 6 1/3 innings and
giving up only three earned runs.
However, the Peacocks managed to
muster out 3 hits and 2 runs in the
home half of the 7th to pull out the
victory.
Notes: The Stags remain very
much in the hunt for the division lead
with a 3 and 2 record in conference play.
Fairfield plays at UConn today, with 3
crucial MAAC games at Holy Cross
this weekend.

Sports Commentary

By Ken Jordan
Ass't Sports Editor

He had it all and he blew it He
should be kicked out of baseball!
Everybody makes mistakes, he
deserves another chance!
Such are the conflicting sentiments*
of many sports fans in the wake of the
recent drug issue involving Dwight
Gooden of the New York Mets. Gooden,
on top of the world only a year ago,
having won practically every award
afforded a pitcher in the major leagues for
his performance and ready to begin the
drive toward the 1987 World Series title,
has seen his world come crambling down
upon him since then. Though he had
what most humanoid starting pitchers in
the majors would call a fantastic season
in 1986 (17-6, 2,84 E.R.A.), there were
many critics who questioned his ability,
having come off a 24-4 season the year
before, and rumors began circulating then
about possible drug use. Even after the
Mets won the October Classic, Gooden
was plagued with personal problems,
including a cancelled marriage and a runin with Tampa's finest. And just last
week, he was forced to admit himself
into a drug rehab center in New York
after traces of cocaine were found in Ms
body following a urinanalysis.
The point of this article is not to
bore the reader with details, but rather to
raise some pertinent, yet perhaps
overlooked, issues involving the drug
scene in professional sports today, and to
offer a possible solution to the problem.
One issue that always seems to be
ignored is the legal one: the use or sale
of cocaine is illegal! What boggles my
mind is that Mr. Gooden has just been
found to have ingested cocaine into his
body (an illegal act), yet the Mets simply
place him on the disabled list. This in
itself is not the mind-boggier. What this
action means is that the guilty party still
receives his paycheck; that portion of his
almost $1.5 million salary for 1987
which he would normally receive for
throwing 95 MPH fastballs he'll still be

receiving while undergoing counselling
and rehabilitation in a New York
hospital. I have problems with that
This leads to the next issue
concerning drugs in professional sports:
Why should these guys be treated any
differently than your "average, every day
human being?" If John Q. Public gets
caught in possession of cocaine on the
job, for example, it is likely that he will
be terminated, or at most be given one
chance to overcome his problem. Yet
why is John Lucas of the Milwaukee
Bucks on his third go-round in the NBA,
after several bouts with cocaine abuse?
And why is Steve Howe still kicking
around the major leagues looking to
hook up with another club? Granted these
fellows are in the public's eye as part of
their job, and do have many pressures to
perform to the best of their ability, yet
isn't that why their salaries are so sky
high? It's part of the job, guys! And
people wonder why there are no more
heros to look up to in sports any more.
Gone are the days of the Joe DiMaggios
and Mickey Mantles.
Since there seems to be no end in
sight to the ever-increasing cases of drag
abuse in sports today, even after the death
of Len Bias (the supposed eye-opener), I
am offering a potential solution. I think
we're all sick of the excuses that flow
from player's and management's mouths.
Though I am a die-hard Mets fan, I do
believe that the commissioner needs to
make an example of someone; someone
not of ordinary talent, but of seeming
super-natural capabilities. Someone of
the caliber of a Dwight Gooden. In other
wordsjif you're caught, you're out! I
know this sounds harsh, and it will never
happen, but I'm sure that if some minor
leaguer who has experimented with
cocaine sees that someone of Dwight
Gooden's stature was forced to leave the
sport he so dominated for three years, he
too would certainly be expendable when
it came to urinalysis time. Evidently, the
death of a young man who had the world
at his fingertips, and could have written
his ticket to financial security for a
lifetime, wasn't enough of a deterrant.
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Temporary Servces

"OUR PEOPLE MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE"

We don't just give you a job...
We give you a future.

780 Summer St
Stamford
327-4356

Put your secretarial, W/P & clerical
skills to work for the "service that
makes the difference".

PREGNANT?
and need helix..

ttti)MCrflt
238 JEWETT AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CONN. 06606

CALL:

1-300-848-LOVE

On CBS Records, Cassettes & Compact Discs.
AVAILABLE AT RECORD & TAPE OF WESTP0RT
$5.99 LP/CASSETTE

Free Pregnancy Test

■CBS-is a trademam of CBS Inc. © 1987 CBS Inc
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Sports
Baseball Preview, Part II: National League
Mets should repeat
Maldonado (.252, 18, 85). And then there
is Mr. Split Finger himself, manager
Roger Craig.

By Peter Stratakos and Erik
Olesen (Contributing
Source: The Pest)
Staff Writers

HOUSTON
As always, Houston's strongest suit
is pitching, the staff is headed by Cy
Young award winner Mike Scott (18-10,
2.22), Bob Knepper (17-12, 3.14), Jim
De Shaies (12-5, 3.25) and Nolan Ryan
(12-8, 3.34). Dave Smith (33 SV's,
2.73) and Charlie Kerfield (7SV's, 2.59)
had successful seasons last year as the
Astros stoppers. But we feel that last
year's disappointment will prevent the
Astros from repeating as division
champs. This team has its share of
quality players: Ken Bass (.311, 20, 79),
Jose Cruz (.278, 10, 72), Glenn Davis
(.265, 31, 101), Denny Walling (.312,
13, 58), and Bill Doran (.276, 42 SB's)
but an encore performance by the team
that plays in the dreariest park in the
majors will be tough to come by.

No National League team has won
successive divisional titles since the Los
Angeles Dodgers won in 1977 and 1978.
However, the New York Mets appear too
strong for their NL East opponents.
With teams such as St. Louis,
Philadelphia, and Chicago strengthening
themselves, the Mets will not run away
with the division like they did in 1986.
NEW YORK
Evidence that the Mets are such a
deeply talented team is the fact that
losing Ace Dwight Gooden (17-6, 2.84)
and Bullpen Ace Roger McDowell (14-9,
22SV's) will not effect the Mets all that
much. The Mets still have the best
starting rotation, with such hurlers as
Ron Darling , (our pick for the Cy
Young Award, and Si's) (15-6, 2.81) as
well as Bob Ojeda (18-5, 2.57), Sid
Fernandez (16-6, 200), and the talented
Rookie Randy Myers.
The bullpen
should continue to put the fire out with
Jess "The Mess" Orosco (21 SV's, 2.33
ERA) leading the way. On the offensive
side the Mets, will not miss perennial cry
baby Ray Knight. The Mets do not
need
someone
as
stupid
and
unappreciative as Knight who walked
away from a World Championship team
and more money to play for the lowflying, low-paying Birds. Newly arrived
Kevin McReynolds will (.288, 28, 96)
adds more pop to an already potent Mets
lineup which includes; Daryl Strawberry
(.259, 27, 93, 28 SB's), team leader
Keith Hernandez (.310, 13, 83), catalyst
Lenny Dykstra(.295, 8, 45, 31 SB's),
Mookie Wilson (.289, 9,45) and the
ragged armed Gary Carter (.255, 24,
105). Although the Mets should repeat,
we hope they won't.
ST. LOUIS
The recently acquired Tony Pena
(.288, 10.52) will make a world of
difference for this team. His numbers
may not seem that impressive, but they
will be bolstered with players such as a
healthy Jack Clark, 1985 MVP Willie
McGee (.256, 48 RBI's), the Wizard of
Oz (.280, 54 RBI's, 31 SB's), and
tablesetter Vince Coleman (107 SB's, 94
runs). We feel that the Cardinals will
offensively return to their 1985 form
when the already mentioned players had
dream seasons. As far as pitching is
concerned the Cards are sound with a
staff consisting of John Tudor (13-7,
2.92), Danny Cox (12-13, 2.90), Bob
Forsch (14-10, 3.25), and NL 1986
Rookie of the Year Todd Worrell (36
SVS, 2.08). However, the real key to
this team is whether the only legitimate
power hitter, Jack Clark, can stay
healthy.
CHICAGO
Yes, the Chicago Cubs. With a
combination of rejuvenated Andre
Dawson (.284, 20, 78) and fans such as
John "J.B." Berner, Dave "O Yeah"
O'Brien, Donny "Richie Rich" O'Meara,
and Ferris Bueller, the Cubs will be
serious contenders in 1987. No one will
question the offensive ability of this club
with hitters like Ryne Sandberg (2.84,
14, 76, 34 SB's), Shadow Dunston
(.250, 17, 68), Jody Davis (.250, 21,,
74), Keith Moreland (.271, 12, 79), and
Leon "Bull" Durham (.262, 20, 65).
However, pitching remains a
migrain for Gene "The Stick" Michaels.
Michaels will have to pray that his
pitchers can reverse their records from a
year ago. The only bright point on the
pitching staff left in their bullpen is ace
Lee Smith (31 SV's, 3.09 ERA).
PHILADELPHIA
Many sports writers have chosen

Philadelphis to be the Mets main menace
if not to win the division. However, we
obviously disagree. The Phillies did have
an excellant second half last season but
then again the Mets had already clinched
the division. The team is led, though,
by the best player in baseball over the
past ten years, Mike Schmidt (.290, 37,
119). Other contributors include Von
Hayes (.305, 19, 98), Juan Samuel
(.266, 16, 78), Glenn Wilson (.271, 15,
84) former Yankee Mike Easier (.302,
14, 78), and Lance Parrish (.257, 22,
62). As far as pitching is concerned, the
Phil's have somewhat of a stable staff
provided that Rawley (11-7, 3.54) and
Carmen(10-5, 3.32) stay healthy.
MONTREAL
Put the crowbar in the wallet,
Montreal front office. Not signing one
of the most complete players in baseball
Tim Raines (.334, 9.62, 70 SB's) is
completely insane. Give the man what
he wants, he deserves it. Outside of
Hubie Brooks (.340, 14, 587 in 80
games), and Tim Wallach (.233, 18, 71)
the Expos have a few quality players.
The pitching staff has many questions
including the lack of an effective stopper
in the bullpen after trading away Jeff
Reardon (35 SVS for the unpredictable
Neal Heaton (7-14, 4.08). Therefore
without Tim Raines and Andre DAwson,
the Expos should consider themselves
lucky to finish ahaed of the Pittsburg
family.
One last bit of information about
to John Boyle, the Philly's guru of
gossip, Steve Carlton will return as a
reliever. If this silly statement should
somehow prove to be true, Philly fans
can count on their team to finish in the
basement. Solution: ban this bastion of
misinformation away from Veterans
Stadium.

PITTSBURG
These are hard times in Pittsburg.
as the iron and steel industry continues to
decline, their only ray of hope was their
sport's teams: Sorry good citizens of
Pittsburg, the Steelers dynasty is a thing
of the past. Charles Smith and Co.
made a poor showing in the NCAA's and
the Pirates have claimed dibs for last
place in the NL East. "We Were family"
is now the cry heard round baseball's
most pathetic city as Pirate management
let go of their two best players. How
they can let go of Rick Rhoden (15-12,
2.84), and baseball's best catcher Tony
Penya (.288, 10, 52) is beyond
comprehension. With the departure of
Rick Rhoden, former fat boy Rick

Reuschel
(9-16,
3.96)
becomes
the ace of Jimmy Leyland's staff.
Basically, this team's chances of winning
the NL East are as good as Tom Brady
and John Tuohy picking up a good- .
looking girl. Best of luck in '87 Bucs.
The NL West was the toughest
division to predict. Of the six teams in
the division, Cincinnati, San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and Houston appear more
than capable of winning the division.
However, Cinncinati's talent in this
division reminds one of the team's heyday when the "Big red" machine steam
rolled through opponents. Once again
the Big Red
machine reveals the
capability it once had during the early and
mid 70's.
CINNCINATI
With an enthusiastic, hard-driving
manager such as Pete Rose, this young
team coupled with experienced veterans
such as Dave "Cobra" Parker (.273, 31,
116) should get into championship form.
The Reds have the fastest rising superstar
in the game today in the name of Eric
Davis (27HRS, 71 RBI's, 80SB's) and
his combination of power and speed
bring to mind hall of famer Willie Mays.
Other quality
youngsters
include
outfielder Kal Daniels (.320) and SS
Buddy Larkin (.283). Along with other
veterans, catcher Bo Diaz (.272, 10, 56)
and third baseman Buddy Bell (.278, 20,
75) the offense appears solid. On the
other hand the pitching staff also looks
solid led by Tom Browning (14-13,
3.81), Bill Gullickson (15-12, 3.38) and
Ted Power (10-6, 3.70). And Pete Rose's
bullpen seems to be one of the best with
the likes of John Franco (29 SV's, 2.94
ERA), and Ron Robinson (10-3, 14
SV's).
SAN FRANCISCO
Chili Dan (.278, 13, 70) and Chris
Brown lead a Giant team that has
potential to win the Western division for
the first time in years. Consequently
there are many variables that need to be
solved. Such variables include whether or
not Atlee Hammaker, Roger Mason and
Jim Gott are able to come back from
injuries. The ace of the staff is '86
comeback player of the year Mike
Krukow (20-9, 3.05). The bullpen is
better than average with relievers Greg
Minton (5 SV's, 3.93), Scott Garrelts
(13-9, 10 SV's) and Jeff Robinson (6-3,
8 SV's). Another variable remains in the
outfield. Jeff Leonard (.279, 42 RBI, 16
SB's) must rebound from his wrist injury
which sidelined him during last year's
campaign. However, bright spots include
2B Robby Thompson (.271, 47, 12), IB
Will Clark (.287, 11, 41) and Candy

LOS ANGELES
Injuries and overestimation were
reasons for the Dodgers flop last season.
This weak hitting lineup was crippled by
the loss of Pedro Guerrero, Bill Madlock
(.280, 10, 60) and Steve Sax (.332, 56,
40) will need help in carrying this team
in the upcoming season. But the Dodgers
saving grace lies in their fine staff of
veteran pitchers. Fernando Valenzuela (2111, 3.14), the '80s most productive
pitcher: Rick Honeycott (11-9, 3.32) and
Orel "Sex" Hershiser (14-14, 3.85) had
good seasons considering the teams
feeble offensive attack. The bullpen
average at best and it will come down to
Tommy Lasorda's ability to juggle these
ingredients and come up with a winning
recipe for the '87 season.
SAN DIEGO
This team's number one problem is
it lacks a lead off catalyst. Outfielder
Tony Gwynn (.329, 14, 59, 37 SB's) is
one of the best hitters in the league but
does not have that catalyst effect that the
Padres so desperately need. The rest of
the outfield including the likes of John
Kruk (.309, 4, 38), Marvell Wynne
(.264, 7, 37) and rookie Stan Jefferson1
provide new manager Larry Bowa with
something to look forward to. Steady
Steve Garvey (.255, 21, 81) must
continue to provide leadership for this
leadership laden team. Other contributors
include Kevin Mitchell (.277, 12, 43)
and Gary Templeton (.246, 44 RBI's).
Yankee favorite Ed Whitson (1-7, 5.59)
actually has a spot on this pitching staff,
that immediately tells one how bad the
pitching situation looks in San Diego.
Outside of Eric Show (9-5, 2.97) and
Dave Dranecky (9-11, 3.07) the pitching
staff appears to have no light in sight.
ATLANTA
As Dale Murphy goes so go the
Braves (.265, 29, 83). Murphy had his
worst season in five years consequently
so did the Braves. Mid season acquisition
Ken Griffey (.308, 12, 32) added some
life to the team with his National League
leading .404 batting average in pressure
situations. Inevitably though the overall
lack of talent on this team reared its ugly
head. If Brave fans thought last season
was a long year, this season will seem
like an eternity if Ted Turner cannot sign
Bob Homer (.273, 27, 87), manager
Chuck Tanner's pitching staff is in a
rebuilding phase. Rookies Tommy
Glaving and Steve Ziem should join
veteran Rick Mahler (14-18, 4.88) and
veteran newcomer Doyle Alexander (6-6,
3.84) in the rotation. The bullpen
appears to be the team's strong point
with Gene Garber (5-5, 2.54, 24 saves)
and Paul Assenmachen (7-3, 7 SV's)
acting as the stoppers. Should Bruce
Sutter return, it will be even stronger.

